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INTiiODOCTIOM 
Significant advances against the low income problem and to a part of 
the resource adjustment problem in agriculture are potentially available 
through the use of fara and hom® planning techniques. These techniques 
are micro-econoaicj they apply to the individual farm firm. But the 
resulting adjustments would take on nation vide, or aacro-econooic impor­
tance if effective farm planning could successfully reach new farm 
operators who are entering agriculture each year in the United States, 
national recognition of fara and home planning received new impetus 
in 195^  when the Congress appropriated 7.4. million dollars to broaden 
this kind of educational effort. Ihes® funds were used by the Extension 
Service branches of the United States Department of Agriculture and the 
Land Grant colleges# In 1955, an additional 5.8 million dollars was 
requested by the Secretaiy of Agricultui^  to further expand this more 
intensive farm and home develop^ nt approach. In the future this "new 
look* in extension work means that extension specialists will spend more 
time training county personnel and less time in holding public meetings. 
Furthermore, it means that county personnel will spend more time on farms 
and in homes with farm families. 
Initially, extension education carried the results of research to 
farmers via the route of poultry culling demonstrations, crop, fertilizer 
and insect control demonstrations and much personal service work with 
individual farm families. By the close of World War I, county extension 
personnel received such numerous demands on their time that personal | 
service work was reduced in favor of more community and county wide 
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meetlngB and tours. Prom the late 1920*s until the early 1950's the piece-
aeal or special interest group meeting or tour dominated extension educa­
tional methods. There were many variations, including correlated meet­
ings where two or more extension specialists presented the findings of 
research. Advancing technology and changing agricultural patterns, such 
as the increase of part time farming sBid the rural migration of middle 
and upper income city workers have added to the responsibilities of county 
extension personnel. The duties and range of knowledge currently required 
of the successful county extension director, in the operation of a well 
balanced program of extension education, are much broader than those 
of his prececessor of the 1920's or 1930's. Consequently, emphasis on 
farm and home planning represents much more than a mere return to the old 
personal service stage in extension education. 
The need for such a program was placed in sharp focus by the ever 
widening range of income received by farm families. 
Now 2 million farm families sell 88 per cent of all farm 
products. Their average incomes were in 19A9 (the latest year 
for which this figure is available) $5,075. . • . The acute 
problem which drags down the average, is the $2,200 per family 
earned by about 1»6 million farm families who sell only 9 per 
cent of all farm products, and especially the |1,600 average 
incomes of 700,000 families within this group who sell only 2 
per cent of the product. These faoilies produce so little that 
. no feasible increase in farm prices would alleviate their 
income problem* 1 
Both the financial power of the Congress and ike administrative power of 
the Secretaiy of Agriculture support this recent expansion of extension 
E^conomic policy for Merican agriculture, January, 1956j A statement 
on National Policy the Research and Policy Committee of the Coranittee 
on Economic Development. 444, Madison Ave., New York 22, New York. 
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education through the aore complete and intensive fara and home planning 
Method. 
Even with moh favorable financial and administrative aponsorship, 
the developaent of large scale farm planning program has been slow. There 
are several causes for this slow progresss (1) Extension workers and farm 
fMttilies have been aocustoi^ d to thinking about their work and their prob-
le«8 on m enterprise or special Interest basis rather than as a ooordi-> 
nated unitj (2) amiy extension workers feel more secure professionally 
ufcea they «r® using the old md time tested single enterprise techniques; 
(3) the word "planning* arouses suspicion and aniaosity in "Uie ainds of 
many peoplei it seeas to infer regiaentationj (4) still others may recall 
the failure experiences of soae of their own plans and are reluctant to 
again venture into formal planning operations; (5) finally, the factors 
of risk and tmcertainty in faraing are so large that femilies aay decline 
to risk their capital by adjusting to an untried but well planned activity. 
The uncertainty factor of plannijjg is well suaaarized as followst 
In planning for the future we have to choose not between 
certainties, but rather between a range of estiaated probabili­
ties. Manifestly the nature of this range itself a«y very and 
accordingly there mst arise not only relative valuation of the 
different kinds of uncertainties between theaselves but also of 
diffearent ranges of uncertainty siailarly coi^ )ared»^  
B^obbins, Lionel. M essa^  on the nature and significance of eoonoaic 
science. London. Macmillan and Go, Ltd., 1937. 
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STAfEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Th@ major problem in farm and home plaiming is logically divided into 
two parts. First is the re-orientation end training of extension workers' 
thinking said beliefs to a new method of extension education. Farm and 
home planning is a device to te^ h decision making skills to farm fami­
lies, to help them think in terms of opportunity costs. When planning 
tools are used for this purpose, the maxifflua returns from extension 
education resources are likely to be obtained. At present, unified 
thinking on iiie objectives and methods of farm said home planning does not 
exist between states or regions in United States. Conceivably the methods 
of achieving an objective will differ between states. However, until 
the purposes or objectives of extension work in farm and home planning 
are spelled out clearly at th® national and state administrative levels, 
progress will be hampered. 
The second part of the farm and home planning problem is that of 
designing tools or finding weys of utilizing known techniques. 
In the past many budgeting or planning forms offered to county 
extension personnel and farm families wei^  so detailed, cumbersome and 
time consuming that even their good features were lost. At the other 
extreme, soiae forms were too sketchy and their solutions superficial. 
To achieve progress, new planning tools aaist be sufficiently complete to 
include the complex of alternatives which confront farm families in their 
firm and household relationships. On the other hand, if the solutions 
suggested by such devices are to become widely accepted, their foundation 
principles must be understood by county extension personnel and by farm 
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families. 
Two or fflore ability levels air© recognized in designing an educational 
program to assist farm fa«ilies with their improvement of decieion making 
skills. Training methods Bust be adjusted to take into account important 
differences between (a) those faiailles who can reason deductively, and 
(b) a somewhat larger group which uses inductive reasoning, A brief 
description of the two ability groups followsi 
1. ftiose families who reason deductively obtain useful instruction 
from the exposition of economic principles and the fundamentals of deci­
sion aaking skills. Such families are able to adapt general principles 
to their particular situation and arrive at logical decisions; furthermore, 
they are able to abstract a general principle from a specified instance 
and apply the principle in a different situation. 
2. Hfeiose families who reason inductively learn most readily by 
demonstration and example. Only by imitation and repeated application 
does this group learn principles. 
Obviously, the teaching methods for the two groups must be different. 
The portion of the farm planning problem considered in this study is 
closely associated with training aids for the second or inductive reason­
ing group. For them, the technique of linear programming applies economic 
principles to specific farm situations and makes possible the determina­
tion of optimum farm plans at various levels of capital. This technique 
is useful in the establishment of benchmarks for specified situations, 
because it illustrates the fact that while only one composition of enter­
prises will provide maximum returns from a given amount of capital, several 
other enterprise compositions will closely approximate this same return. 
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OBJECTIVIS Of THE STUDI 
The general objective of this study is to determine by the use of the 
linear prograwilng technique, farm plans which taaximize returns for partic­
ular farm stiuations in the Southern Pasture Beglon of Iowa, This study 
of owner-operator "benchmark" situations in Adams County is one of a 
series made with the linear progrsfflaing technique, to furnish reference 
points to be used the Igricultural Extension Service in the Farm and 
Home Planning program. 
The more specific objectives are to (1) determine profit maximizing 
farm plans for the basic situations under average management, (2) compare 
the Grade B dairy enterprise with all other livestock activities in freely 
competitive and "forced in* relationships at varying capital levels, 
(3) investigate one set of conditions under which pasture renovation would 
enter an optimum plan, (4) estimate the fam size, returns, capital level, 
and enterprise composition when family labor and building space rather 
than capital are limiting resources, (5) estimate cost of using low risk 
enterprise combinations, (6) compare amount of Instability and risk in 
two plans on the basis of variance, standard deviation and coefficient of 
variation. 
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LOCATION OF THE STUDY 
ffeis is a study of farming conditions in Maaa County, Iowa. Adams 
is the second county north of th© Missouri line and the third east of the 
Hebraska line. It is the most western county in an Iowa type of farming 
area frequently designated as the Southern Pasture Region, The land 
values of this area are lower than in other parts of the state as shown 
in table 1, 
Table 1, Iowa farm land values , November 1, 1955^  
Type of fawaing area Price per acre 
Morth central grain 1270 
Eastern livestock 242 
Western livestock 231 
Mortheast daii^  190 
Southern pasture 140 
l^&rri^ , W» G. Para land values increased in 
1955. Iowa farm Science. llil6-292. 1956, 
t^tien faras in Adams County are classified by sise, the two largest 
groups include 277 faras in the 14.0 to 179 acre range and 273 farms in 
the 260 to 499 acre range. The distribution of Mams County farms i/y 
size is given in table 2. Hie percentage gain in the 260 to 499 acre range 
during this period la in agreement with ittie suggested farm size obtained 
in this study when a Imid buying activity was included in a basic situa­
tion# 
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fable 2. fhe distribution of fftp®s by size In Mans County, Iowa, In 1949 
and 1954, with percentage oomparisons^ -
Size range 
in acres 
Kumber 
in 1949 
number 
in 1954 
Fer cent of 
total in 1949 
Per cent of 
total in 1954 
Bnder 10 74 55 4.89 4.06 
10 to 29 65 51 4.30 3.76 
30 to 49 74 47 4*89 3.47 
50 to 69 29 19 1.92 1.40 
70 to 99 168 140 11.11 10.33 
100 to 139 197 168 13.03 12.40 
140 to 179 334 277® 22.09* 20,44* 
180 to 219 140 128 9.26 9,45 
220 to 259 162 154 10.71 11,37 
260 to 499 232 273^  15.34^  20.15^  
500 to 999 35 40 2.32 2.95 
1000 and over 2 3 .14 .22 
^Mapted from the 1954 Census of Agriculture 
®Mode nuoiber 1 
^ode number 2 
Census data for Mans County In the years 1949 through 1954 are used 
to indicate some of the trends taking place in farm numbers, farm size and 
use of reserves on farms. ®ie maber of farms declined from 1956 in 1949 
to 1370 in 1954, a six per cent drop. The loss of 34 farms in 1953 was 
the largest annual change in this period. Conversely, the average size 
of all farms increased ftroa 187 to 198 acres or 5«8 i^ r cent. In 1954, 
woodland pasture md other pastu3E>e not oropla^ totalled 85,001 acres out 
of 270,700 acres In farms. Thirty one per cent was classified as native 
pasture, and 14,472 acres or 5.3 per cent was accounted for in lots, build­
ing sites, roads and waste. According to the 1954 census, 595 farma or 
46.4 per cent of all eomaierclal farms contained 200 acres or more. The 
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proportion of tenancy was 33.1 per cent. 
In agreement with the trend toward larger farm size, this study 
considers a 240 acre farm. Land use on this farm corresponds to county 
land use distribution on a percentage basis as given in table 3. Ihe 10 
yewr 19A5-54. county average yields for corn and oats were 44.8 end 29.0 
bushels, respectively. 
Table 3. Distribution of land use for Mams County and for the farm 
studied 
Use of land 
Land used for soecified curDose 
Maas County Warm studied 
Per cent Acres 
Cropland 63.3 152 
Native pasture 31.4 75 
Buildings, roads and waste 5,3 13 
TottfL 100.0 240 
Soil trpes 
Moat of the cropland area in Mams county is of Sharpsburg and Shelly 
types, according to the iigrono^ y Department of lova State College. The 
beat available infomation indicates this cropland area to be at least 60 
per cent Sharpsburg and not more than -40 per cent Shelby. A coaplete soil 
survey has not been made in Mams County, The aielby soils range from 9 
to 13 per cent slopes and genere^ ly have been considered less responsive 
to heavy applications of fertilizer than the gently rolling, more fertile 
a^rpsburg. The Sharpsburg and closely related types are found on the 
hill tops and the level valley areas. TSie Shelby occurs on the sides of 
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the hills. Epoflion ceatrol Mttimres, such as tillage, more frequent use 
of grasaea, legumes and close drilled crops, terraces and diversion 
ditches, have greater importance on the Shelby soils. 
Data In table 4 indicate that in only one year out of the last seven 
has the idle or absmdoned acreage exceeded three par cent of the cropland 
area. Abandonment f^asured from census data, is of minor iaportance in 
the county. During the 10 year period 1945-54 the county average com 
yield had a range of 36.3 bushels per acre; the extremes were 58.5 bushels 
in 1948 and 22.2 bushels in 1947. In this same period the county average 
oat yield had a range of 15.8 bushels per acrej the extreoe yields were 
Table 4. Acreage of cropland not harvested or pastured. Ada0s County, 
1949-1955.1 
Croplmd Per cent of cropland 
fear Cropland total not harvested total (all hiqr excluded) 
1949 125,975 1,049 .833 
1950 105,701 896 .848 
1951 99,697 19,348 19.41 
1952 103,725 2,017 1.94 
1953 109,150 3,192 2.92 
1954 110,333 2,228 2.02 
1955 115,950 1,912 1.65 
Total 770,531 30,642 3.98 
Average 110,076 4,377 3.98 
^Annual farm census reports, Division of Agricultural Statistics, 
Iowa OepartMent of Agriculture, |}e8 Moines, Iowa. 1949-1955. 
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35.2 bushels in 194® and 19.4- in 1953. 
Livestock Numbers and Relative Importance 
of the Major Livestock Enterprises 
Livestock numbers and sales provide one indication of farmers' rela^  
tlve preference for the various livestock enterprises. In Mams County! 
(1) beef cows outnumber dairy cows more then two to one, or 12,069 and 
4,873 respectively, in 1955j (2) a total of 1106 farms reported milk cows, 
but only 876 reported cream sales and only 42 sold whole milk; (3) in the 
spring of 1956, 10,003 sows farrowed while 1955 fall farrowings were 
reported to be 6,869. The United States Census of iigriculture lists 
88,898 pigs bom in 1954 or approximataly five per litter. In 1954# 
1^ 036 farms sold eggs. The average mimber of hens and pullets of laying 
age was 119 per farm. 
The financial importance of the various livestock enterprises is 
given in table 5. 
Table 5. Livestock and livestock products sold in 1954 from 1291 commer­
cial farms - Mams County, lowal 
Item Sale Value 
Ho. farma 
reoortine 
Income rank 
in oer cent 
Hogs 3,976,882 1291 100.0 
Cattle 2,854,131 1207 71 
Milk and creiaa 460,592 918 11.5 
Poultry and eggs 425,162 1036 10.6 
e^en 104.982 191 2.6 
C^omputed from the Annual Iowa farm census, og. cit. 
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During the six year period, 1949-54^ f cattle numbera as measured by 
"all oalvea bora* h«re shown an upward trend from 11,803 in 1949 to 
16,658 in 1954. Hens Md pullets of laying age declined from 186,477 in 
1949 to 163,398 in 1954* H® definite trends occurred in hog and aheep 
numbera in Mams County during this period. The trend in cattle numbers 
follows state and national increases in cattle population. The decline 
in peultzy numbers also follows trends for Iowa and other midwestem 
states, according to the 1954 Census of iigriculture. 
Certain changes in agriculture are taking place, for example the 
trend toward specialization of large dairy and poultry enterprises and 
the decline of ai]^  cow numbers and poultry on the nonnipeoialized farma 
occurred first in the east and west coast regions but is now increasing 
ijQ the Midwest, the number of 100 cow dairy herds «ad laying flocks of 
1500 to 5000 hens is increasing in many Combelt counties. Jlpparently the 
number of sms^ l dairy end poultry enterprises is declining under coiqpeti* 
tive pressure. This adjustment is more rapid for poultry than for dairy 
cow numbers. Ihe decline in farm numbers send in farm workers has been 
acooB9>anied by greater output per animal unit and per worker. Farmers 
are shifting their farm resources and are even shifting their own 
resources from agriculture. !niere is indication that they believe an 
adjustment problem exists. !&is study has been made with basic situations 
«4iioh reflect these trends in order to suggest additional guide posts to 
extension workers in the expansion of farm and home plaoming. Some addi­
tional statements about farm and home pltmning are to be made before tak­
ing up the empirical study, e^se statements aid in defining the role of 
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fftriB and home plaoniag and provide a fraae of referenoe in which linear 
programing studies ean be used bj extension workers in assisting farm 
fanilies. 
u 
THE EGOMCMICS OF PAHM MD E(m PLANNING P® EXTENSION WORK 
As an educational method, farm and home planning is only one of 
several alternatives (i.e., community or county wide meetings, news 
stories, radio and television broadcasts, demonstrations, tours and A-H 
Club work). If the objective is to maximize benefits to society from 
resources allocated to extension education, the necessazT^  conditions and 
certain criteria for choice among the alternative methods need to be 
specified. 
The general function of extension work is to disseminate the findings 
of research to rural and urban people, to facilitate the adoption of more 
efficient production and marketing methods, and ultimately, to improve 
the stcradard of living among farm families. To this general function, 
Congress has added other specific duties such as providing the educational 
seiTTice necessary for the progrims of certain action agencies. Most 
recently Congress and administrators have indicated strong preference for 
increased use of extension resources in the farm and home development alter­
native, The successful execution of this alteraative places heavy demands 
on the time and talents of extension workers at all levels, because it is 
a coordinated program involving the physical, biological amd social 
sciences. Logically, if heavy demaids are made and many resources commit­
ted to the solution of a problem, then the problem itself should be funda­
mental and nontrivial. 
Use of extension resources in farm and home planning must result in 
more complete information and superior recommendations to fai^  families 
per man hour and per dollar expended, than attained using other techniques. 
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In terms of produetion eeonoBleSf the aarginal productivity of initial 
exttmsicm resomroes applied using the nm technique oust e^ceeed the 
prospective returns from the sams quantity of resources (or value of 
resources) applied using traditional techniques discussed earlier. Unless 
the above condition is anticipated by extension adoinistrators and special­
ists, there would be no incentive for using a nev technique, except 
experimentally. 
Since the pro&ct of extension education is information and specific 
reoomendations, recoamendaticms to individual famers enmating from 
this technique aiiould (1} accurately anticipate the long-run outlook for 
particular resourees, (2) provide a sore complete understanding of alter­
native opportunity costs and potential returns, (3) furnish the basis 
on %diich to fora nore accurate expectaticms, amd (4) suggest maaagement 
decisions that are subject to snallsr errors than those which prevailed 
under the guidsaice of the traditional educational aethods. These are 
necessary conditions for efficient use of extension resources in farm and 
home planning. 
In the decision tnaking area, this educational method is especially 
relev«it for choices faced fam families in their early and flexible 
years. With increasing costs and increasing competition for resources 
used in agriculture, only those faxtt families with adequate capital and 
listing or potential nanagerial skill are likely to earn incomes neces­
sary to maintain satisfactory living standards. In conparison with 
equivalent ce^ital and skill invested in other parts of the economy, 
agricultural incomes are likely to be relatively depressed in this growing 
industrial nation. The wide fluctuations of aanual income for individual 
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farmers from year to year plae® paraaoimt importance on their equity 
position. Even with continued price supports, commodity loans, and stor­
age prograas, a series of two or three consecutive lean years can liqui­
date or place intolerable financial burdens on beginning farm families. 
Inder the existing conditions of uncertainty, an improved farm and 
home planning technique should provide the decision making families with 
a good estimate of the costs and possibilities for reduction of risk end 
uncertainty. 
The first of the necessary conditions (recommendations to individual 
farmers should accurately anticipate the long-run outlook for their par­
ticular resources) implies m aggregative benefit to agriculture in its 
adjustment to a growing econoa^ . Appropriate emphasis would be placed 
on expansion of resource use for the production of commodities whose 
elasticity of demand ranges between 0,5 and 1.0. This means production 
adjustments corresponding to increasing consumer demand for citrus 
fruits and numerous other fresh fruits and vegetables, lean cuts of pork, 
better grades of beef and lamb and fluid milk instead of butter fat. 
Conversely, planning recoMjendations should encourage farmers to use 
fewer resources producing commodities whose price elasticities of demand 
are less than 0.5.^  This group includes potatoes, sweet potatoes, sugar, 
flour, some cereal products, dry beans and peas, lower grades of bacon, 
lard and other fats and oils. In the aggregate, production adjustments 
of this nature offer the declining number of farm faaillies opportunity 
for higher incomes and a more satisfactory living standard. Such adjust-
F^ox, Karl 1. The analysis of demand for farm products. Technical 
Bui. 1081, United State® Department of Agriculture. 1953. 
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mnta are micro-econoalc (individual farm), but have macro-economic 
iaplications if the reooaasndations gain broad acceptance. Thus, fulfill-
aent of this condition would aid the orderly transfer of resources from 
agriculture to other sectors of the nation's econoogr. 
The basic logic for extension farm and home planning is outlined in 
an article by Heady,^  He emplc^ s indifference curves and production 
possibility lines to indicate alteraatives in farm and home planning. 
These concepts are generally not in the "realm of knowledge" of county 
smd state extension workers. Nevertheless the principles underlying 
these theories have real meaning and application in the decisions of farm 
families. Too, it is likely that the choice criteria outlined by Heady 
can be communicated to extension workers in a usable form by simplifica­
tion of the principles involved. Statements used for purposes of 
simplification megr lack the precision of pure theoretical statements. 
However, their validity and usefulness csn be retained. The following 
paragraphs represent an attempt to simplify this logic, in a manner under­
standable to county agents. The concept of a production possibility 
curve will be outlined first. Two uses are made of the production 
possibility curve below. 
The production possibilities of a farm are limited, in any given 
time period, by resources which are fixed in this period. The production 
possibility concept embodies the principle of opportunity cost. The 
production resources available to most farm firms are relatively fixed 
in the short jpun and therefore limit production possibilities. Suppose 
%eady. Earl 0, The basic logic of farm and home planning. Jour, 
of Farm Icon. 38s80-92, 1956, 
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that a capital fond of $5,000 is available for livestock production. 
Previously it was invested in finishing beef steers. Used entirely for 
beef steers, the |5,000 cannot be used for production of pork or milk. 
Opportunity costs exist when a given collection of resources msy be 
used in at least two vis^ s, one of which is more profitable. For example 
if f1,500 invested in fertilizer would return 30 per cent, but only 6 
per cent when invested in a new tractor, the opportunity cost of owning 
the tractor is $360 (the difference between $4.50 md 190). 
The opporttinity cost concept applies to every resource having alter­
native uses iffiid be stated either in dollar values or in units of the 
product or "opportunity given up* per unit of product obtained. However, 
profit maxiaization is seldom the ultimate goal of the farm firm. 1%ere-
fore, the choice criteria for selection of a production plan must also 
include considerations of equity, the degree of risk and uncertainty end 
the desire for non-market goods in the form of leisure time for the 
pursuit of other family objectives. These are represented by Gtoods B on 
the horizontal axis while income or farm profit az« Goods A on the vertical 
axis in figure 1* 
In developing more complete choice criteria for allocation of resour­
ces between income producing goods and non-market goods, the indifference 
curve and a group of indifference curves called an indifference map are 
now introduced as curves to in figure 1. The indifference curve 
i^ ows all combinations of two goods i?hich are equally satisfactory to an 
individual. It is a convenient lAistraction for illustrating the relation-
sAiip between profit maximization and non-market goods. Indifference curves 
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slop® downward to th® right. Indicating that as one good is decreased, 
another must be increased to maintain a given level of well-being. The 
changing slopes shown in figure 1 suggest diminishing marginal rates of 
sacrifice. Fewer units of Goods A replace one unit of Goods B as B is 
increased? fewer units of B replace a unit of A as A is increased. 
Conceptually, indifference curves be thought of as contour lines 
around a hill. The contour lines in ascending order represent improve­
ment in th® family's welfare, with th® most desired combination of 
goods at the peak (I^ ). Used in this sense, different combinations of 
Goods A (income) and Goods B (leisure) on a given contour are equally 
acceptable to the family. 
i 
o 
s 
48 
<3 
0 B 
Goods B (leisure or non-market goods) 
Figure 1 
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Production possibilities from ttie resources a farm family hss avail-
abl® Ere indicated in figure 1 by the line PP'. Tangency of PP* and 
at point H shows geometrically the equality of the marginal rate of substi­
tution between Goods A and Goods B in production and the same two gooda in 
consumption. Thus, a particular family, whose indifference map is repre­
sented in figure 1, will aaxiJoize its welfare with OA farm income and OB 
non-market goods. 
The above figure and discussion are intended as introductory examples. 
They illustrate the use of econtaaic principles in farm and home planning. 
Many other constructive applications are possible. However, it is neces­
sary to take up the procedure used in this study and its possible relation­
ship to extension work in farm and home planning. 
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PROCEDURE 
Analytical Approaches 
The linear programing technique begins with a more complete and 
aharply defined set of input-output relationships or production functions 
than is generally used in ordinary budgeting. Only in recent years, 
chiefly since 1950, have extension workers attempted to use budgeting as 
m educational tool with farm faasilies in groups. It is therefore 
necessaiy to begin at a level understood by county extension personnel and 
move toward the objectives of increased efficiency and more effective 
comffiunlcation of new techniques. 
Parffi and home planning or development" traditionally began with 
either of two methodst (a) by obtaining an inventory of the financial 
TOd physical resources available to the farm family, or (b) by encouraging 
the family t© write down their short tia® goals (arranged in an order of 
preference whenever possible), plus one or more long time objectives. Both 
f 
of these procedures are necessary. Their sequence is a matter of personal 
preference and well be left for each fanily to decide. Inventories of 
resources and preference for objectives are not static for either farm or 
urban families. Ijike prices, technology, degrees of uncertainty, objectives 
and resources also change over time. Sich changes restrict the planning 
horizons of most families to relatively short periods. These may be only 
a year or two for most tenants, and no more than three to five years for 
many of the decisions made by owner-operators. 
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After the completion of the»e initial stages, extension workers have 
been guidled by the psaptioular interests, desires and apparent skills of 
l&e faMa family. The tools of budgeting have been used with faailie s in 
the early stages of their fsawing career. The value of budgeting to a 
fmily is in direct proportion to (1) the aeouraoy of the price assumptions, 
(2) relevance of input-output data to their particular skills, (3) their 
capital and equity position, and (4) their risk aversion. 
Under the best of conditions, uncertainty and imperfect knowledge 
exist with respect to the most appropriate price Mid production relation-
aiiips for a farm budget. The ^best available" information is sometimes 
inadequate and therefore m^y have limited application. 
In the budgeting pnoeaBs the cropping system is fraquently 
designed first and a livestock combination is budgeted to utilise feed 
availi^le (allowing for some excess feed as a margin of safety). One or 
two alternative eombinations mto considered and sometimes budgets are 
prepared to compare these alternatives. In a third step, the family living 
ffixpenses are estimated on an annual basis and checked against the snnual 
caafo income to determine the expected surplus or deficit. To prevent *los8 
of the family in a forest of detail*, some short out or prefabricated bud­
get methods have been developed.^ The so-called *1>lock budget* has been 
^Iiove, H. C., Ooolidge, J. H., Mi^inney, 1. D. More money from your 
farm. Kansas State College (Manhattan) Agr, Ext, Serv. Circular 244. 
1956. 
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reviaed by extension and resestrch personnel at several Land Grant Colleges 
to fit their particular needs. 
Budgeting, as an analytical technique for use by farmers, can be 
sharpened by the use of tnor® knowledge about the appropriate input-output 
of production function relationships. 
The analytical technique of linear programming used here differs from 
that most frequently used in extension budget methods In the following 
respectsJ (a) e more complete separation of fixed costs from variable 
costs provides c<»parisons in terms of returns above variable costs; (b) 
three levels of fertilizer treatments and estimated yield response on two 
soil types compete for the use of resources under average managementj two 
such levels are considered under superior manageaent} (c) prices for live­
stock and livestock products (except whole milk Grade B) and purchased 
feeds were adjusted to an average long time relationship with com; (d) 
three systeas of hog production are considered; (e) all livestock and crop 
enterprises or "activities* are placed on a competitive opportunity cost 
basis to aaxittize profit 1:^  the criteria that marginal revenue and marginal 
coat are equated within the resource restrictions imposed, thus A B r Pa 
Pb 
where A and B represent any two enterprises and and P^  the respective 
net revenues; (f) the costs of risk aversion are recognized by forcing a 
specified number of dairy cows and beef cows into early stages of the plan;^  
%nder (f) all other activities compete only for the remainder of the 
limited resources. Crop rotation activities first provided the necessary 
grain and roughage for the specified dairy and beef cattle, and subsequent­
ly are adjusted to an optimum arrangement for other activities entering the 
plan. The details of production function points used are considered in a 
later section. 
auad (g) two levela of aansgeaent were recognized by changes in the input-
output relationship for most activities. 
Object to th® qualifications of risk aversion and indifference values 
between market and non-market goods the farm fira attempts to form mana­
gerial decisions which maxiaize profit. The technique of linear programming 
as used in this study, enables a farm firm to more nearly approach the 
equilibrium of profit maximization and thus complements ordinaiy budgeting. 
Th© equilibrium conditions for profit maximization as given by Hicks 
include the following necessary conditions^ j 
1. !nie marginal rate of substitution of any product (A) for another 
product (B) must equal the inverse ratio of their prices. 
2. Th© marginal rate of substitution of any factor (X) for another 
factor (X) must equal the inverse ratio of their prices. 
3. The marginal rate of transformation of any factor (X) into any 
product (A) must equal the inverse ratio of their prices. 
The marginal rate of substitution of product A for product B is 
defined as the reduction in output of product B necessary if enough are to 
b© diverted to produce m additional unit of product A, 
The marginal rate of substitution of factor X for factor Y is defined 
as the reduction in quantity of factor Y needed in producing a given output 
of product if the input of factor X is increased by one unit. 
The marginal rate of transformation of factor X into product A is 
defined as the increase in output of product A resulting from the addition 
%icks, J. R. ?alue and capital. 2d ed* Oxford. Clarendon Press. 
1953. pp. 86-87. 
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of one unit of factor X. 
The three conditions stated above correspond to the situation where 
inarginal revenue s marginal cost, fhey are necessary but not sufficient 
conditions. Unless the stability conditions are net net income night be 
increased by some variation in resource use. The stability conditions 
are I 
1. The marginal rate of substitution between products must be 
increasing (i.e., increasing marginal opportunity costs). 
2. The aarginal rate of transforiaation of a factor into a product 
oust be decreasing (i.e., diminishing marginal productivity). 
3. The marginal rate of substitution between factors aust be dimin­
ishing. 
The above static situation equilibrium and static conditions also 
require a positive surplus. These conditions can reflect changes over 
time by (a) using expected prices and expected substitution and transforma­
tion relationships, and (b) by selecting and adjusting production coeffi­
cients in agreement with the farm family's managerial ability and risk 
aversion. 
The Linear Programming Technique 
Linear programming is a mathematical approach to the problem of 
developing recommendations for farm management decisions. The function of 
this technique is to specify the kind end the siise of the various activi­
ties under consideration that are necessary to produce a maximum revenue 
(before deduction of fixed costs). This selection must be made subject to 
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th® conditions of limitation imposed by fixed quantities of reaources and 
in special cases to risk aversion requirements. The logic and procedure 
for this application of linear progranBuing are available from several 
sources.^ 
Dorfman, Robert, Application of linear prognmming to the theory of 
the firm. Berkeley and Los Angeles, UnivBraity of California Press. 1952. 
pp. 24.-44, 79-94. Bowlen, Bernfiopd J. Production planning of crops for Iowa 
farms - using activity analysis saad linear programaing. Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, Mes, Iowa, Iowa State College Library, 1954. PP. 27-58. 
Gilson, James C. Optinutn livestock production under varying resource and 
price cost situations in Hortheast Iowa - an application of linear program­
ming technique. Unpublished Hi.D, thesis. Aaes, Iowa, lova State College 
Library, 1954. PP. 12-28. Heady, Earl 0. Simplified presentation and 
logical aspects of linear programming technique. Journal Farm Econ. 
34j 1035-1048. 1954. Sutherland, J, Qwyn and Bishop, C, E, Possibilities 
for increasing production and incomes on small commercial farms. Southern 
Piedmont Area, North Carolina, Tech, Bui. lo, 117, North Carolina Agr, 
Exp, Sta, and United States Departa^nt of Agriculture cooperating, December, 
1955. appendix pp. 38-46, Danzig, George, Maximization of a linear 
function subject to linear inequalities, Ch, XXI. pp. 339-347 
Activity analysis of production and allocation, Koopmans, T, C,, ed,, 
lew fork, Wiley. 1951. and Chames, A,, Cooper, W, ¥,, and Henderson, A, 
An introduction to linear programming. Mew York, Wiley, 1953. McKee, 
Dean I,, Heady, Earl 0., Scholl, J. M, Optimum allocation of resources 
between pasture improveMnt and other opportunities on southern Iowa farms, 
Iowa Agr, Exp, St®. Res. Bui. 435, 1955. 
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FOSTin^iffiES 
The Farm Selected 
For this study a particular farm was selected as a reference point. 
The selection was made by county and state extension personnel in confer­
ence with the Adams County soil conservation service work unit leader. 
The selection committe® recognized the following characteristics as impor­
tant in reaching their decisions (a) a rolling topography typical of 
Adams County, (b) a 240 acre owner operated farm^ (the trend in farm 
size in the county is approaching this area), with (c) cropland of two 
major soil types, about 60 per cent Sharpsburg and 4.0 per cent Shelby, 
(d) and aaaagement problems representative of the area, (e) buildings no 
larger than those found on many fams throughout the county. 
The farm selected is located in Prescott Township. The owner has a 
37,5 per cent equity position in the land and is currently using approxi­
mately $3,000 of borrowed operating capitsl at a seven per cent interest 
rate. &ich a capital position be fairly typical of many young owner 
operators in this part of Iowa. 
The land us® on this farm closely approximates the county averages 
given in table 2. Public utilities serving the property include a well 
graded and gravelled highway, electricity and telephone. The water 
^Two-thirds of all farms in Adams County are owner operated. Further­
more, the capital expenditiires necessary to meet requirements for a locally 
developing grade B milk market would be more feasible on an owner operated 
farm. 
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supply ie dependable on this farm, but ®n adequate water supply from wells 
in not always available in this part of the state and is frequently sup­
plemented with well developed farm ponds and filter systems, or by hauling 
water from municipal supplies and placing in storage cisterns or tanks, 
Wienever modern dairy or other livestock enterprises are among the alter­
natives under study, an adequate water supply is crucial and must be 
assumed. 
Levels of Management and Labor Supply 
Accurate reflection of different levels of management is an important 
factor in farm organization studies. Management tends to become confounded 
with the operator's working capital and his equity position, which in turn 
may be closely associated with the magnitude of his desire to avoid uncer­
tainty. In this study, the category "average maaiageaent* is assumed in 
crop production by levels of fertilizer application and crop yields per 
acre. The assumptions and appropriate adjustments were made by members 
of the Department of Agrono^, Iowa State College. Yields are for the 
aielby and Sharpsbupg soil types with no fertilizer and with fertilizer 
application rates at '•low and medium" levels. 
For each livestock enterprise the concept of average management is 
taken into account through changes in input-output relationships or 
through prices received due to the time of marketing or grade of product, 
Superior management in crop production on toe Sbielby soils begins near the 
1945-54 county mean of 45 bushels of corn per acre using medium fertiliza­
tion levels, end moves upward for the Sharpsburg soils at higher rates of 
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fertilizer application, Superior management in livestock production is 
recognized through more selective suying in the replacement cattle programs 
as evidenced by fewer "cut backs" and a higher average sale price as 
finished beef. Differences between average and superior management In 
livestock production were based on the judgment and observation of both 
resident and extension personnel of the Animal Husbandry Department of 
Iowa State College. The differences between average and superior manage­
ment assumed in this study may be observed by inspection of the lnput~ 
output data in the ilppendix. 
The labor supply assumed for this study includes the operator and 
family labor. All activities in the farm plan except poultry compete for 
Table 6. Hours of available labor per month and in monthly groups 
used for this study 
Total available Total available man-
Mm%k „ lumin t9f sma 
December 275 825 
J anuaxy 275 
February 275 
March 335 685 
April 350 
Masr 350 700 
June 350 
July 350 700 
August 350 
September 300 875 
October 300 
November 275 
Total 3,785 
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the labor supply given in table 6. The housewife's labor was assumed in 
a quantity sufficient to ear® for the poultry enterprise up to a building 
space limit of 200 hens. 
The annual labor supply is placed in units of two or three months 
each, depending on labor requirements and the number of working days 
available to complete farming operations. 
At higher capital levels (i.e., above |10,000 in inveetment in 
livestock and livestock feed and equipment), labor frequently became limit­
ing during the September, October and lovember period end occasionally 
during March and April. Grouping labor into two and three month units 
permits greater flexibility than making twelve separate monthly restric­
tions, These groups appear to coincide with the flexibility of labor 
requirements on efficiently operated farms. Such flexibility recognizes 
the gains in labor efficiency that occur by '•trading work* with neighbors 
for jobs like baling hSQ'', picking com, building fence and cleaning bams 
said corrals. In these situations the extra labor and the extra equipment 
furnished enables all units of equipment to operate more efficiently. 
The labor coefficients used in each livestock activity are those for 
an enterprise of sufficient size to use labor efficiently per unit of out­
put. 
Labor requirements for crops and livestock are given in table 7. 
Because labor per unit of livestock does vary with the size of the enter­
prise, any "mean" labor coefficient tends to underestimate labor on small 
enterprises, but overestimate for large enterprises. The amount of this 
error is considered nonsignificant for capital levels used in this study. 
Table 7. Labor r«quire»snts for crops «ai livestock 
Rotation or enterprise Total man Distiribtttlon by a^ntbs 
mi %3;f UfWt/tr* 
Dee. Sept, 
3m, March May July Ctet. 
Feb. Auril June AiRt Hov. 
Cora, oats, shadow* rotated acre 4.3053 .1213 .7919 .9032 1.4996 .^930 
Com, oats, shadow. 1
 
3 1
 
acre 3.1^2 .091 .5940 .6775 1.1247 .651 
Com, corn, oats, tadow* rotated aere 4.95165 ,1820 .80075 1.355 1.3119 1.302 
Pasture renovation ^re 4.3086 0 2.4754 .4166 1.4166 0 
Cora® acre 7.2 .364 ,B2S 2,6§7 .749 2.604 
Oats® aere 5.3 1.550 3.750 
Meadow* acre 11.62 4.520 3.850 3»250 
^Adapted from Bea^, larl 0., Loftsgard, Lanrel B., Paalsen, Arnold and Duncan, E. S, Optiaam 
farm plms for beginning farmers on Taa»-«ascatine soils. Agr. Ixp. Sta. ^ s. Bulletin 440. 1956. 
^Adapted from Runt, Donell, Para power and machinery asmual, hourly requireaents for field 
operations. Iowa State College Press. 1956, 
^Hoss Bauaann. Agr, Res, Serv. United States Departawnt of Agriculture (Unpublished researdi) 
Aaes, Iowa, 1955. 
*M8fldow for liTestock (2.5 tons per acre assumed) all harvested. 
Table 7. Contlnttad 
lotatlon or entarprlse 
aad aamageBiBnt l0yel Bait 
total mm 
hr8»/yr. 
Dietri^tion aostlts) 
(hayiag ilabor net laeladad) 
Dec. 
Jan, 
Feb. 
Mar^ 
terll 
Deferred fed ealTOa* 
(cnreri^ aad mperior) 
Jtllk cow® (airem^e) 
Dairy cow® (superior) 
Beef 
(averii^e aad aaperior) 
Coamereisd heifers wintered 
md short fed® 
(arerage and superior) 
ModiuB yearlii^ steers 
wintered aad short fed 
(arerage aad superior) 
Hogs Itl Batio*^ (arerage) 
Hogs Itl Hatio^ (superior) 
Bogs 2s0 Ratio' (orerage) 
Hogs 2tl Ratio* (superior) 
Hogs ItO Ratio' (arerage) 
Hogs liO Ratio* (superior) 
per head 17.7307 3.3125 2.274 
per head and 
replaceaeats 143.057 39.06 25.42 
per bead md 
replaeeaeats 151.310 40.635 26.445 
per head md 
replaeeaeats 20.345 5.61 
per head 
per sow** 
per sow** 
per 2 sows** 
per 2 sows** 
per sow* 
pgr 
10.0 
d.O 
60.038 
59 
85 
85 
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3.00 
2.75 
15.297 
13.96 
20.119 
18.6U 
6.344 
3.795 
3.00 
3.00 
13.32 
12.10 
21.822 
20.108 
3.172 
a.964 
June 
Juity 
Sept. 
Oct. 
.450 1.9706 9.7236 
24.153 21.814 32.61 
26.093 23.517 34.620 
3.609 3.301 4.030 
1.25 
1.25 
5.309 
6.413 
7.285 
9.559 
8.502 
8.682 
8.205 
11.998 
12.052 
1.976 
2.75 
1,0 
17.43 
18.323 
23.776 
24.667 
6.006 
7.929, 
More money from your fai^. Kansas State College. ^Lotre, H. C., Coolidge, J. H., Mt^inney, R. D. 
Maahattaa Agr. Ext. Serv. Circular 244. 1956. 
•*1*1 ratio refers to one spring litter and one fall litterj 2»1 ratio refers to two spring 
litters and one fall litter. 
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Crop Rotations 
The crop rotations are the same for both levels of management. On the 
eottbined judgement of a panel of faraers from Mams County and members of 
the Department of Agronomy at Iowa State College the follovring rotations 
were included in this studys for Stielby soils, Corn-Oats-Meadow (COM), and 
Com-Oata-Meadow-Meadow {COI®4)j for Siarpsburg soils, Corn-Oats-Meadow 
(COM), and Corn—Corn—Oats—Meadow (COMM)« ^fertilization levels were zero, 
low and aKsdium on all soils under average management and medium and heavy 
under superior management. In this study all further reference to rotations 
will include a subscript denoting the level of fertilization. For example, 
COMQ is a corn-oats B»adow rotation with no fertilizer, while COM]^, COM2, 
and COM^ represent this sMie rotation at low, medium and heavy rates of 
fertilization, respectively. The yield and fertilizer response estimates 
were prepared by the Department of Agronoo^y, Iowa State College from 
county yield data, soil testing records, and fertilizer experiments in 
Adams and adjoining counties. The estimated yield per acre for each crop 
grown under the various combinations of management level, soil type and 
rate of fertilization are given in table 8. The basic input-output data 
for the various rotations are presented in Appendix table 32. 
Prices and Markets 
Price relationships between the many commodities in any farm plan are 
of crucial importance. The objectives of this study give the longer period 
price ratios between the various comrsodities a fundamental role. However, 
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Table 8. Fertilisser treatments and estimated yield response for vsorious 
rotations by soil type in Adams County 
Botatlon Mo fertilizer^leld^Low fertillzer'^ield^Medimn fertilizer^ Yield^ 
H p P K P 
Average Manae eaient-J^arpsbure 
62 Corn 0 0 56 0 0 59 0 20 
Oats 0 0 28 0 20 30 20 30 36 
Meadow 0 0 1.5 0 0 1.8 0 0 2.0 
Com 0 0 56 0 0 59 0 20 62 
Gom 0 0 49 30 0 56 40 20 59 
Oats 0 0 28 0 20 30 10 30 36 
Meadow 0 0 1.5 0 0 1.8 0 0 2.0 
Averaee Manaaement-Sfeelby 
Gom 0 0 30 0 15 35 0 40 38 
Oats 0 0 30 0 20 31 0 20 32 
Meadow 0 0 0.8 0 0 1.1 0 0 1.4 
Corn 0 0 30 0 15 35 0 40 38 
Oats 0 0 30 0 30 31 0 30 32 
Meadow 0 0 0.8 0 0 1.1 0 0 1.4 
Meadow 0 0 0.6 0 0 .9 0 0 l.O 
Rotation Medium fertilizer® Xield^ Hiirh fertilizer* lield^ 
H P K p 
Suuerior aanaeeaent-S harosburff 
Com 30 20 70 40 40 72 
Oats 10 30 39 10 30 40 
Meadow 0 0 2.2 0 0 2.3 
Com 30 20 70 40 40 72 
Cora 60 20 65 70 40 68 
Oats 10 30 39 0 30 40 
Meadow 0 0 2.2 0 0 2.3 
Superior nanagefflent-aielby 
Cora 30 50 43 40 50 45 
Oats 20 30 36 10 40 36 
Meadow 0 0 1.8 0 0 1.8 
Meadow 0 0 P. 0 
fertilizer amounts are shown in pounds per acre of available 
nutrients. 
fields are shown in bushels per acre for grain and tons per acre 
for meadow. 
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th® estimated prices for the current year also have an influence. The 
prices used in any activity are a powerful factor in determining the compo­
sition of activities making up an optimum farm plan. In linear programming 
by in^lication, within confidence limits established in only a few cases, 
the kind and size of the activities included in any optimum plan provide 
the largest possible net return from the given resources and limitations.^ 
Such a plan will remain optimum over the long run of five or ten years if 
the price ratios of th® cowaodities Involved maintained their historical 
relationships. 
Kie prices used in computing the aaxiffium profit plans are given in 
Appendix table 20. Historicai price relationships between coraBiodities 
bought and sold by farmers are the basis for projected prices used in 
this study. The level of prices employed in computation of input-output 
data is based on a corn price of |1.20 per bushel (the net farm price after 
deduction of hauling and sarketing costs), with other product prices 
adjusted accordingly to the long run relationship of com and other commod­
ity prices. The long-run periods used ares (l) for market hogs, 194-7 
through 1955, and 1950 through 1955 for sows and gilts, (2) for beef 
cattle, 1935 through 1955} and (3) 1951 through 1955 for seed and poultry 
products. Prices used for supplement feeds, butterfat and Grade B dairy 
products are those currently quoted in Southern Iowa. For this study hog 
prices are based on the Des Moines market but the Omaha market is used for 
cattle prices. 
^Tintner, G., Stochastic linear prograflming with applications to 
agricultursl economics, Proc. of the Second Symposium in Linear Programming. 
Sation&l Bureau of Standards. Washington D. C. 1:197-228. 1955. 
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Even if th® general price level fluctuates from the level used in this 
study, the optimum profit plans will retain the seme enterprise composition 
BO long as the price ratios between the various comfflodities remain the 
same. On the other hand if cattle prices rise while corn prices remain 
constant or decrease, the optimum plan would differ from those presented 
later. Any shifts of corn price in an opposite direction from prices of 
other coBimodities migr produce changes in the optimum plans given in this 
study. However, when com prices fluctuate slmultaneouBly with other 
products in such a way as to maintain price ratios, then the optimum plans 
vill retain their organization. In this situation of simultaneous 
fluctuation the returns will differ from those presented. However, the 
plans will retain their order or rank. 
Some expansion of the market for whole milk is anticipated for Adams 
County, Therefore, special consideration was given to the dairy enter­
prise, A new Grade B whole milk market plus the purchase of other dairy 
products on a pick up route basis represents a specialized market available 
to farmers in Adams and a few adjoining counties. 
Other pwdiotive methods of pricing m^ be helpful in the formation 
of short jnin expectations but were not used in this study.^ 
^Darcovich, William and Heady, Earl 0. Application of expectation 
models to livestock and crop products. Iowa Agr. Exp, Sta. Res. Bui. 4.38, 
1956. 
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Livestock Enterprises and Restrictions 
In the technique of linear programming all activities compete freely 
for the use of available resources. Two levels of management, average and 
superior, are considered for hogs, beef and Grade B dairy enterprises. 
A inilk cow enterprise selling cream on a butterfat basis is included only 
for average management. A summary of the input-output coefficients for 
livestock enterprises is presented in Table 9. The basic data for each 
livestock enterprise are given in the Appendix tables 20 to 31. 
The figures in Table 9 are for the units indicated. The plans are 
made out to attain (l) where C is the matrix for tibe owner-operator's 
full share of the net price and X is the matrix of activity levels for 
th® farm as a whole. The process of maxiaizing f(X), or profit, refers 
to the wner-operator's income above fixed coats. Fixed costs include 
depreciation on farm impleinonts, buildings, fences and equipment, real 
and personal property taxes, and interest on borrowed capital. 
(1) maximize f{x) •« G'X 
Feasible programs are defined as in (2) where P is the matrix of 
input-output coefficients representing the total share, X is the matrix 
of activity levels, including disposal activities, for the farm as a whole, 
and B is the matrix of resource restrictions faced by the owner-operator, 
(2) PX - B 
The procedure used is to part 1^^ ion p and X into submatricea as in 
(3) and (4) where X2 is the matrix including all crops and livestock 
enterprises to be tried in alternative farm plans and Pg is the matrix of 
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of inp«t-output coefficients for the owner operator. 
(3) PX = ® 
Hence, X-^ at the outset is a matrix of disposal activities which 
keeps unprofitable plans froa being forced on the owner-operator through 
the use of all his resources {i.e., he will prefer to let some resource 
suoh as winter labor or livestock shelter remain unused rather than to 
engage in some enterprise which subtracts from annual income). In this 
sense, then is an identity oatrix. The criterion for selecting enter­
prises to enter the plan is through computation of a matrix , whose 
elements show the magnitude of profit to be obtained by increasing the 
levels in X2 by one unit each. The matrix A is defined as in (4)1 and 
as each plan is examined, indicates the amount of profit from increasing 
enterprises in while sacrificing enterprises in X^. 
U) ^  = o's-o'iPfVj 
The coefficients Included in P are considered to be single valued. 
That is only one value is assumed for each coefficient and no variability 
is esqpressed. 
The assumptions for each enterprise are presented in the following 
paragra{Ais. Assumptions are given in full for average management. Under 
superior management only the differences from average management are 
presented. 
Basic assumptions under superior management are omitted whenever they 
are identical with average management. 
In this study hog production systems are placed in the matrices on a 
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unit basis. One unit las^ consist of one, two or three litters* In the 
notation (IjO ratio) th® first numeral denotes the nuaber of spring litters, 
the second numeral denotes the nuaber of fall litters. 
1Vo«litter hog system under average management (Itl ratio) 
Under this system each sow farrows two litters of pigs annually. The 
spring litter is farrowed in Msa-ch and is marketed in September; the fall 
litter is farrowed in September and is sold in March. After farrowing two 
litters each sow is sold in and is replaced by a gilt saved from the 
fall litter. Prom each sow, in the spring and fall litters, a total of 
13.0 pigs are wesned and each year 2902 pounds of pork are marketed. For 
all hog systems used in this study, th® assumed weight for market barrows 
and gilts is 225 pounds. The input-output data for this hog i^stem combine 
th© basic data in Appendix table 21. Building and equipment requirements 
per hog for the two litter system are less than under the one litter 
system. This difference is due to the fact that much of the same equip­
ment is used twice annually under th® two litter system. The input-output 
data for this system combine the basic data for all litters and are 
included in Appendix tables 21 to 25. 
Two-litter hog system under superior management (Itl ratio) 
Under this system each sow farrows in February and August. The 
market barrows and gilts are sold in Aigust and Febjruary, respectively. An 
average of 14..6 pigs are weaned annually from each sow} annual pork 
production is 3361 pounds. A replacement gilt is saved from the fall 
litter and each sow is sold in May after her second litter has been 
weaned. This system represents the aggregation of the same type of basic 
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data as outlined under overag® management. More protein and less grain 
are required per hundred weight ©f pork produced. 
Three-litter hog system under average nanageaent (gtl ratio) 
Census data froa Mams Gounty indicate this system is widely used. 
Two litters are farrowed in the spring and one in the fall, A replacement 
gilt is saved from the fall litter, bred the following spring for fall 
farrowing and again for spring farrowing. This sow is then sold in 
after weaning her spring litter. The second replacement gilt is saved 
from the spring litter; bred in the fall to farrow the following spring 
and sold in after weaning her first litter. The spring litters are 
farrowed in March and sold in September. The fall litter is farrowed in 
September and marketed the following March. A total of 19.5 pigs are 
weaned from the three litters. Of the 4^365 pounds of pork marketed 2502 
pounds of market hogs are sold in September and 1138 pounds in March. The 
weight of the two sows sold in is 725 pounds. The basic input-output 
data for hogs are included in the Appendix tables 21 to 25. 
Three-litter system under superior management {2tl ratio) 
A total of 5054 pounds of pork is marketed per unit, "Rie average 
number of pigs weaned from the three litters is 21.9. The system is 
operated as outlined under average management except farrowing and market­
ing date® are moved to February and August for the spring litters and 
August and February for the fall litter. The protein consumption per 
hundred weight of pork produced is increased while corn consumption on 
the same basis is lowered. Sows are sold in each year. The market 
data used to develop price relationships in this study show the brood sow 
a 
prices reach an annual poak of $15.88 in August. The next highest months 
are Msgr and September at |15.A6. May was selected as the marketing month 
for sows because it fits the production systems considered. 
One litter system under average aanageaent (liO ratio) 
Under this system each sow farrows only one litter of pigs annually. 
An average of 6.5 pigs is weaned per litter. March is the month for far­
rowing and SeptejBtoer the month for sale of market hogs. A total of 1A(>3 
pounds of pork is produced. The sow is sold in Msqt after weaning her first 
litter. Death losses after weaning are computed at .44. of a pig per litter 
for all systems under average managSTOnt. One replacement gilt is saved 
from each litter. The basic input-output data used for this system are 
shown in the Appendix tables 21 to 25. 
One litter system under superior management (1:0 ratio) 
to average of 7.3 pigs is weaned per litter. Farrowing and sale 
dates for the market hogs are February and August, respectively. A total 
of 1693 pounds of pork is produced annually. The sow is sold in May each 
year and one replacement gilt is saved. Death losses after weaning are 
computed at .22 of a pig per litter for all systems of pork production 
under superior management. 
Efforts to rearrange the (itO ratio) system, by farrowing the pigs 
during summer months and marketing the following February or March, have 
aot furnished reliable evidence of superiority over the system outlined 
above* Equipment and feed requirements are not essentially different as 
a result of summer faiTowing. The pattern of annual labor distribution is 
changed by summer farrowing. However, such a change could be beneficial 
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on SOM0 farms but not on others. The basic input-output data used for 
this system are shown in the Appendix tables 21 to 25. 
Milk cow under average management 
Cows are average in production with 189 pounds of butterfat sold 
after provision for 110 pounds of whole milk for starting the calf. Skim 
milk production of 4A43 pounds is valued on a substitution basis for corn 
and protein replaced in the hog ration, "nie productive life of each cow 
is five years. The annual production of replacement heifers for each cow 
by age groups is as followsi 0-4 months . 366, 4-6 nonths .357, 6-18 
aonths .339, 18-24 months .322. This replacement production rate permits 
the annual sale of .20 cull cow, .122 two year old heifer, .410 veal calf. 
Het returns and feed costs for ailk cows are computed on the basis of butter-
fat and livestock sales per cow plus an allowance for skim milk. This 
allowanc® for ski® milk assumes hogs or calves are present in sufficient 
numbers to utilize the skim milk or that an equivalent market exists. 
Feed requirements and costs include the cow and replacement stock. Mature 
cows weigh 1250 pounds. Sales of two year old heifers not needed for 
replacement are at the basic low price of $144.00. Production and total 
resource requirements for this enterprise are included in appendix table 
26. 
Grade B dairy cow under average aanageewnt 
This cow annually produces an average of 8000 pounds of milk of which 
110 pounds are fed to start the calf and 7890 pounds are sold as whole milk. 
The productive life of each cow is five years. The culling rate, replace­
ment stock produced, and veal calf sold per cow are at the same rates as 
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those specified above for the milk cow. Mature oows weigh 1300 pounds. 
Sales of two year old heifers not needed for replacement are at the basic 
oow price of 1192.00, Production and total resource requirements for this 
enterprise are included in Appendix table 26. 
Grade B dairy cow under superior raanageaent 
Annual ailk production per cow is 9500 pounds, of this amount 9379 
is sold as whole ailk and 121 is used to start the calf. The productive 
life of each oow is five years. Annual production of replacement stock 
and veal per cow is as followsj 0-4 months .404, 4-6 months .396, 6-18 
months .376, 18-24 aonths .356. With a culling rate of 20 percent .156 
two year old heifer and .445 veal calves per cow are sold each year. 
Mature cows weigh 1350 pounds. Sales of two year old heifers not needed 
for replacement are at the basic oow price of |228,00, As indicated in 
Appendix table 26 the differences between aanagement levels or production 
techniques for dairy enterprises under two management levels are reflected 
in milk production, feed md labor requirement per cow. 
Deferred-fed steer calves imder averajze management 
Good to choice 425 pound steer calves are purchased in November. 
They are wintered in drylot on a daily ration of one pound of protein supple 
ment, four to five pounds of grain plus all the silage or mixed hay they 
vill consuae. Winter gains average 200 pounds. The steers are put on 
pasture without grain from 1 to August 1, and then moved to drylot for 
a finishing period of approximately 100 d^s. The total gain is 550 povinds 
and lovember sale weight at the market is 975 pounds. Death loss is 
computed as 3 percent of all other variable costs. Input-output data for 
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this enterprise are given in Appendix table 27. 
Oeferred-fed steer calves under superior management 
The purchase date, price, feed requirements, total gain, and sale 
date are identical with average management. The difference between average 
and superior aanageaent is the #1.25 per hundred increase in sale price 
received by the superior manager. As a result of more careful grading at 
the time of purchase the superior manager has fewer "throw outs* to sell 
at a lower price. More careful biiying results in a larger net return 
for superior management. This enterprise markets 1.785 pounds of hay 
equivalent with each pount of corn equivalent. 
Comffierclal haifers wintered and short fed under average management 
fery plain 400 pound heifers grading commercial are purchased in 
October, Thej are wintered in drylot on a daily ration of one pound of 
protein supplement, four to five pounds of grain plus all the roughage 
they will consume, About February 1 the daily grain ration is increased. 
The heifers are placed on a ftill feed of grain from March 1 until their 
sale in the last half of Mi^. Sale weight is 780 pounds and the average 
gain per head is 380 pounds. This enterprise markets 1.488 pounds of hay 
equivalent with each pound of corn equivalent. Additional data are given 
in the Appendix table 28. 
Commercial heifers wintered and short fed under superior management 
The basic assumptions for operating this enterprise are the same as 
under average management. The advantage of superior management is obtained 
by more selective buying. Skill in buying results in a one dollar per 
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hundred selling price margin above prices obtained by average managers. 
l&ich of the success in operating plain cattle enterprises rests in discrim­
inating selection at the tiae of purchase and causes fewer "throw outs* 
or *cut backs" to be sold at a lower price. The h(sy equivalent grain 
equivalent ratio is identical with average management. 
Medium steers wintered and short fed under sveraize mttttageaent 
Common to fiiedlum yearling steers weighing 700 pounds are purchased 
in Hovefflber and wintered until about February 15. The dally ration Includes 
one pound of protein supplement plus all the roughage they will consume. 
The short full feeding period (February 15 to approximately May 15) 
requires only 15 bushels of com per steer, Weight at the market is 1000 
pounds and the average total gain is 300 pounds per head. The initial 
weight of the yearlings causes this enterprise to have the highest capital 
outlisy of all the replaesaent cattle programs considered in this study, 
the high roughage requireaent markets 2.976 pounds of hay equivalent with 
each pound of com. Managerial skill in buying cattle of this class la of 
parafflount importance, ^111 needed in feeding and handling is lower than 
for other replacement prograas. Input-output data for this enterprise 
are given in Appendix table 29, 
Buying and selling dates, feed requlremants and total gain are the 
same as under average tsanagement, A selling price advantage of |1.14 per 
hundred weight over average management is assumed. The price advantage 
is attributed to a greater buying skill than exists imder average manage­
ment. This enterprise is most useful on farms where roughage is abundant 
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and grain is in relatively short supply. 
Beef oowB producing feeder calves under average management 
Assumptions for this enterprise include a productive life of 6.25 
years for each cow or sn annual culling and replacement rate of 16 per cent. 
Gull cows weigh 1000 pounds. The output includes calves with an average 
weaning weight of 390 pounds. After replacement heifers are selected from 
the 85 per cent calf crop 278,5 pounds of good and choice calf is sold 
per cow. The average weight of cull cows is 1000 pounds, 'Hie enterprise 
begins with the purchase of young 900 pound cows with calves at side at a 
cost of |163,75 per pair. The beef cow enterprise uses approximately 41 
pounds of hay equivalent for each pound of corn fed. Of the 5,47 tons 
of hay equivalent required for eauh cow end replacements annually, only 
1,15 tons are consutaed as haj*^, the remainder is obtained from pasture and 
stalk fields. Other data are given in Appendix table 30, 
Beef cows producing feeder calves under superior management 
Annual feed 3?equirements for com, protein and roughage are slightly 
higher per cow and replacements then under average management. Variable 
costs include a higher herd bull charge. The culling rate for cows remains 
at 16 par cent. The output includes calves with an average weaning weight 
of 425 pounds. After replacement heifers are selected from a 90 per cent 
calf crop, 321,3 pounds of good and choice calf per cow is marketed for 
m average price of $20,59 per hundred weight. This price is $1,50 abote 
that assumed for calves sold under average management due to more quality 
and uniformity in the calf crop as a result of using better bulls and 
better feeding practices than under average management. Cull cows weigh 
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1100 pounds. 
Foultpy under average m&nagoment 
The lining hens are repla®ed with pullets each year. Sexed chicks 
are purchased each spring. Cull hens are estimated as XI per cent of the 
totali therefore, an average of 1.25 chicks must be purchased for each 
potential ligrer. Mortality rates are 10 per cent for chicks and 15 per 
cent for hens, fhe annual egg production per hen is 180. Ibe enterprise 
is considered supplementary to other enterprises witb respect to labor but 
does compete witb thera for capital. Besource requireesents for average and 
superior aanageaent levels are given in Appendix table 31. 
Poultry under superior aanageiaent 
Annual egg production per hen is 230 eggs. Culling, mortality 
rates and the assunptions regarding the use of labor and capital are the 
same as those under average manageoent listed risove. The annual fifty 
egg increase per hen above average management is attributed to (a) use of 
taore high protein coBimeroial feed per hen, (b) greater attention to the 
details of care and regularity in culling and feeding the laying flock and 
(c) growing and housing the replacement pullets from high producing flocks. 
All the farm plans selected aust be within the framework of resource 
restrictions or limitations. Capital and labor are freely available on 
some farmsJ while land is the most limiting resource. In this situation 
the optimum plan nearly becomes the one which maximizes returns to a fixed 
land area. On many fatrms capital is limited by (a) the operator's owned 
Investment, (b) self imposed capital rationing due to risk aversion in the 
use of borrowed capital or (c) capital rationing imposed by lenders. In 
Table 9. Basic ifiput-oatpit data for livestock enterprises ussd in this stii^* 
Average M®j«geaent 
Oraie B Oe-. Goimer-
Ites Units Mlk dairy 1:0 Itl 2s 1 ferred eial Msdiuffl Beef Pewltiy 
eov cm; hogs h02S hoffs steers heifers steers cows mr hen 
Inputs'^  
.36 fia«ic stock dollars 144.00 192.00 47.52 47.52 95.04 84.32 52.12 105.21 163.75 
Equipffi^t dollars lO.CK) 100.00 22.60 27.53 55.05 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.13 1.15 
Misc.vari^le cost dollars 60.30 79.01 75.37 149.45 224.80 35.86 28.91 27.60 25.73 2.52 
Com equivalent Ints. 31.^  43.30 107.15 212.47 319.58 40.00 24.00 15.CX) 4.77 1.63 
equivalent tons 6.35 6.56 .29 2.00 1.00 1.25 5.47 -
Coi^rcial feed lbs. 192. 312. 731.75 U51.00 2182.50 350.00 250.00 150.00 64.CK) 42.00 
Lriaor 
5.61 See.-4an.-Fefa, hours 39.06 40.63 6.34 15.30 20.12 3.31 3.00 2.75 .441 
March-J|>ril hours 25.42 26.45 3.17 13.32 21.82 2.27 3.00 3.00 3.79 .378 
Mi^ -June hours 24.15 26.09 8.50 5.31 7.28 .45 1.25 1.25 3.61 .537 
July-iug. hours 21.81 23.52 1.98 8.68 12,00 1.97 •> 3.30 .332 
Sept.-0et.«9ov. hours 32.61 34.62 6.01 17.43 23.78 9.72 2.75 1.00 4.03 .412 
Total hours 143.05 151.31 1^ .00 60.04 85.00 17.72 10.00 8.00 
* , 
20.34 2.10 
P«tpi^ts 
50.69 736.55 
, 
76.95 Meat dollars 57.54 249.04 487.51 2U.39 138.23 179.94 .72 
Milk dollars 138*22 230.39 - . -
Eggs dollars • . - > • 4.13 
Total 188,91 287.93 249.04 487.51 736.55 2U.39 138.23 179.94 76.95 4.90 
letum® 90.96 156.96 45.09 83.10 128.25 46.21 ;^ .40 29.27 45.50 .43 
Sources of these data are given In Appendix tables 20 to 31 inclusive. 
^otal inpats Include capital investtaent in basic stock and equipment. 
^Return does not include capital investment for (1) eqaipaent for all enterprises and (2) basic 
stock for daily, hog and beef oov enterprises or any deduction for hay or pasture other than harvest 
cost for hi^ equivalent feed as h^r. 
fabls 9* Costioued 
{^parlor ManagetMat 
Item Units Gradte B ItO 111 2fl Deferred Cosa^reial Medium Beef Pwiltry 
dairy cow hoes ho£s hoas steers heifers steers cows oer hen 
Inputs^ 
.36 Basle stock dollars 2^ .00 47.52 47.52 95.04 84.32 52.12 105.21 163.75 
Squipaaat dollars 100.00 30.48 31.23 62.46 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.13 1.15 
Mlsc.Tarlable 
coat dollars 90.43 96.67 191.91 288.58 35.86 28.91 27.60 30.90 1.05 
Corn e<pivaleQt bus. 59.59 96.U 190.86 287.00 40.CK) 24.00 15.00 5.51 1.66 
eqttivalaat t^s 6.97 .27 .54 .81 2.00 1.00 1.25 5.69 -
CosiBereial feed lbs. 391 1100 2184.65 3285.10 350.00 250.00 150.00 73.90 46.00 
ii^  
18.61 5.61 Dae.-Jaa.-Feb. hoars 40.64 4.86 13.96 3.31 3.00 2.75 .441 
Mardi-April hours 26.44 2.96 12.10 20.11 2.27 3.00 3.00 3.79 .:y78 
hoars 26.09 8.01 6.a 9.56 .45 1.25 1.25 3.61 .537 
July-iugust hours 23.52 3.15 8.21 12.05 1.97 - - 3.30 .332 
Sept.-^ ct.-Mov. hours 34.62 7.02 18.32 24.67 9.72 2.75 1.00 4.03 .412 
Total 151.31 26.00 59.00 85.00 17.72 10.00 8.00 20.34 2.10 
Output? 
{feat dollars 71.38 299.80 573.97 873.78 226.57 146.03 191.34 92.54 .72 
Milk dollars 273.87 > - - — 
dollars — • • • - • 5.35 
Total 345.25 299.80 573.97 873.78 226.57 146.03 191.34 92.54 6.07 
Beturna® 183.31 87.76 150.03 240.80 58.39 36.20 40.67 55.03 1.39 
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the limited capital ease the optiwam plan will tend to maximize returns on 
investsfflnt. Also, the fixed labor supply, particularly at seasons of peak 
labor requirement, specifies a plan which maximizes returns to labor. 
However, on the majority of farms several resources are limltatlonal, 
Henoe, optimum plans maet fall within the boundaries of these restrictions. 
Resource restrictions and the assumptions based on research and 
empirical observations have been discussed in previous sections. These 
data have been used in th® linear programming procedure to determine 
which farm plan is the most profitable imder the eight price and resource 
situations in this study. 
The resource restrictions imposed on the plans of this study are 
those indicated by the equations below where refers to the quantity 
of the 1^^ resource required for the enterprise and refers to the 
amount of the j " enterprise produced. Where the relationship is Indicated 
by «, the amount of the resource used must just equal the original supply 
(i.e., owned, purchased and produced) available. In other words, none of 
the resources (e.g., feed grain) will be left unused, but will be sold if 
in surplus supply. For programming, farms are allowed to purchase grain. 
In one resource situation seasonal labor is hired and in another additional 
land migr be purchased. These special oases will be described in another 
section, iilhere the relationship is indicated by , the amount of the 
resource used (e,g,, family labor) need not be as great as the supply 
originidly available although it cm be equal. 
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n 
(5) A X i 91 acres Sharpsburg soil type cropland 
fsl  ^
n 
(6) Xj £ 61 acres Stoelby soil type cropland 
n 
(7) A 3: 4: 75 acres native pasture 
j«l ij 3 •" 
n 
(8) A X 1680 square feet of dairy bam space 
J»1 J 
n 
(9) A.. X. ^ 895 square feet of hog buildings 
3»1 ^ 
n 
(10) A^.X. ^  824 square feet of poultry buildings 
jxl J 
n 
(11) Aij Xj -^ 825 hours of Itecetaber, January and February labor 
3®1 ^ ^ 
n 
(12) Ai. X. •£ 685 hours of March and i^ril labor 
j«l J 
n 
(13) A,. X, ^  700 hours of Mi^ and June labor 
j«l ^ 
n 
(14) A X  ^700 hours of July and August labor 
j=l 
B 
(15) A,. X. ^  875 hours of September, October and November labor 
3=1 J 
n 
(16) A^jXj ^  total feed grain supply s o at the outset 
n 
(17) A.. 1. ^  total hay as produced from rotations * 0 at the outset 
J«1 ^ 
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In the aase of feed grain (16), if the total supply produced by the 
rotations is used by the livestock enterprises, additional grain may be 
purchased for 10 cents per bushel above the selling price. The additional 
charge covers handling and hauling. When livestock can profitably utilize 
grain at the 10 cent premiuai, the grain buying activity coaes into the 
plan to supply the necessary amounts. Livestock production is not per­
mitted to exceed the forage produced by the native pasture wad the crop 
rotation on the fartt. Forage in the form of hey is not sold when produced 
in surplus. However, pastures may be rented out when not used. 
Capital Levels and Costs 
In this study the term "capital level* as related to each optimum 
plan includes the initial investMnt in the basic livestock and livestock 
equipment, for the plan, plus the annual variable costs for the livestock 
and crop enterprises. Initial investment funds for the purchase of land, 
service buildings, crop machinery and the laiHual fixed costs presented 
in the Appendix table 19 ore excluded from the *capital level*. 
It is assumed that the owner-operator has adequate machinery for 
crop production. In this study the list of crop machinery used in 
computing fixed costs is in agreement with the engineering optimum for 
farms of 240 acres under varying weather uncertainty.^ Hence, wherever 
capital figures are shown, one amount can be added to these figures to 
%ea(^ , £• 0*, McKee, Dean £«, aosd Haver, 0. B. Farm size adjustments 
in Iowa and igdst economies In crop production for farms of different sizes. 
Iowa Agr, Ixp. Sta. Bes. Bui. 428, 1955. 
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represent miMshinery InvestMnt and another for real estate investment. 
Machinery Investment would approximate #10,505 with late model used equip­
ment ftccoimting for 11 of the 19 iterasj the real estate investment approxi­
mates $31,558 for a total of 142,063. These amounts should be added to 
those shown in tables to obtain the total amount of capital required for 
the particular owner-operator plan being considered, 
SlBdlarly the returns for far» plans in the subsequent sections are 
computed without deduction of fixed costs in the approximate amount of 
#2005 on the basis of a full equity. Set return or farm profit, then, is 
the return figure shown less fixed costs. The fixed costs, under the 
assumption of full equity, represent a constant to be deducted from all 
plans presented. Hence, in this situation all plans may be compared 
directly. However, fixed costs increase as the amount of borrowed capital 
Increases, For example if $5000 is borrowed for one year at 6 per cent 
1300 must be added to fixed costs. Interest charges vary from farm to 
farm and over time on the same far®, and are excluded from the table 19 
of the Appendix, 
Capital is often the most limiting resource and therefore is the 
controlling factor in many plans. Beginning farmers usually have more 
productive uses for their limited capital than the jairchase of a complete 
line of new machinery. Perhaps on most farms the machinery depreciation 
schedule is typically en accuaialation over several years and frequently 
includes some second hand equipment.^ 
^Bavies, Jim, Indianola, Iowa, (personal communication 1956} states; 
. . it is my observation that the farmers who seem to have been finan­
cially successful often purchase used machinery at auction sales, but 
invariably they choose machinery which appears to be in good condition and 
of rather late model." 
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the capital supply vaa'les among farmers. Therefore farm plans using 
different amounts of capital are used to show how crop rotations and live­
stock enterprises should vary depending on the a»ount of available capital. 
For these purposes capital is peraitted to vary from a small amount upward 
to a point where it becoB«>s non-liaiting. All other resources are freely 
available within the limits set by the restrictions. In one plan, how­
ever, the restriction on labor is relaxed by permitting seasonal labor 
to be hired at the rate of |1,00 per hour, for the specific purpose of 
stu«^ing the opportunities for pasture renovation. Thus, extra labor 
will be hired only if the returns for its use equal or exceed $1,00 per 
hour. 
In another instance the acreage restriction on land is relaxed to 
study the feasibility of a land buying activity in competition with all 
other activities. 
Earlier studies using the linear programming methods have dealt 
with plana for discrete levels of capital. In a recent investigation 
in ilie linear programming technique, a method has been found to deter-
miine the optitmim farm orgwiization with one resource as a continuous 
variable, while all others are held constant.^ This method was used to 
determine the plana in this stu<fy. 
^Candler, Wilfred. A modified simplex solution for linear program­
ming with variable capital restrictions. Journal of Farm Economics, 
38»%0-955. 1956. 
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IXPOSITIOH MO MILXSIS OF OPTIMUM PAHM PLMS 
In this section profit aaxiaising plans for three farm organization 
possibilities tmder average ncnageffient md five organization possibilities 
imder superior management are esEplained, All optimum plans operating 
under average m«nageiBent are restricted to forage produced on the farm. 
However, additional feed grain be purchased at 10 cents per bushel 
higher than net selling price at the farm (market price less hauling and 
handling charges). In all farm situations under average management the 
optimum plans are computed with the restrictions that production cannot 
exceed the resource supplies outlined earlier. In addition to these 
restrictions the plans including the Grade B dairy enterprise are not 
considered feasible belovf a 12 cow minimum. The cooperative creamery in 
Mans County established this minimum in connection with the financing of 
equipment and developiMnt of the Grade B market. This minimum supplies 
to all optimum plans which include Grade B dairy under average and 
superior management. 
Mams County is in the Southern Pasture Begion of Iowa. In this part 
of -ttie state some opportunities exist each year to rent out native pasture. 
The annual rental rates on pasture are estimated at |4.00 per acre for 
the pasture season. In this study, roughage consuming livestock can 
obtain their required hay equivalent from (1) grazing on the rwadow in 
the crop rotation without & specified charge, (2) hey produced on the 
rotation aeadcw Iqr p^ing harvest and storage costs of 15.69 per ton, 
or (3) grazing from the native pasture by paying 1-4.00 per acre for its 
use. ^e statement of restrictitma is now complete. 
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Th® farm plans presented in this study are computed for average price 
relationships and therefore, reflect optimum plans over time rather than 
the optimum for a particular year, t^ese plans furnish reliable guidance 
and foundations for farm organization if future agricultural price rela­
tionships remain similar to the last five or ten years. The farm situa­
tions studied represent a few of th© important organization problems faced 
by owner operators, 
Optimiffl Farm Plans for Owner Operation Under Average Manage­
ment? 152 Cultivated Acres (lo Grade B Dairy Enterprise) 
This situation permits milk cows to compete with all other livestock 
and poultry enterprises for the us© of available capital. The crop rota­
tions (COM, COMM) for Shelby soil type and (COM, CCOM) for Sharpsburg 
soil types are available at ssero, low and medium levels of commercial 
fertilizer application. 
Optimum plans are given in table 10 for capital levels of |5,000, 
$10,000 and unlimltlng. At the $5 ,000 capital level all cropland Is 
fertilized at the highest rate available to the average operator and all 
the cropland is utilized. The 11 milk cows obtain their hay equivalent 
from the meadow in the crop rotation, and the 75 acre native pasture 
is rented out. Five hog litters under the (Isl ratio) spring and fall 
farrowing system complete the organization at this capital level. All 
^ cropland, capital and forage are limiting factors. The number of milk 
cows Is limited to the forage produced by the crop rotations. Limiting 
capital also prevents the purchase of additional roughage consuming 
livestock. The milk cow and hog enterprises are small, hence the 
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surplus corn is sold. At this capital level the crop rotations containing 
the largeat sffiounts of grain hare priority over livestock in the use of 
limited capital. The deductions of approximately $2|005 in fixed costs 
from the return leaves a saall remainder to he divided between family 
living and purchase of new equipment* In this situation capital acoum-
latlon vould be slov. 
Vlhm the operating capital is increased to $10,000 the cropping sys­
tem and Bilk cow numbers renaln unchanged from the 15,000 level. However, 
hog numbers increase to 30 litters of 2il ratio and reach the limit of 
building space. September, October and November labor combine with 
capital to limit beef cattle enterprises to seven deferred calves and 
nine coiamercial heifers. All except 19 acres of the native pasture now 
are utilized by the livestock owned. Forage is a limiting factor due to 
the rotations used. At this capital level, crop rotations are still 
the determining factors in the use of capital and the kinds and numbers 
of livestock. A change to a higher forage rotation vould reduce Income. 
The plan shows 199 bushels of corn sold as a surplus. 
In this situation maximum return is obtained with |17,I40 of capital. 
Th® Stoarpsburg soil retains the GCOMg rotation but the livestock enter­
prises now change the crop rotation on the ^elby soil from COMg to COMMg. 
Additional forage for livestock assumes a higher priority than 
grain production on Sielby soil. The eleven milk cows are replaced by the 
more speculative replacement cattle beef feeding enterprises. The conaer-
oial heifers and the deferred-fed steers combine in this operation to 
provide income from cattle sales each and November, The cattle 
Tsble 10, C^ti*ua farm pl«n8, for mmr operation under a^rage aan^«a»ntj 152 cultlirsted 
aerea (Mo Grade B dairy enterprise) 
Plan 
Mm tesa 
1 15,000 14,041 
2 1X0,000 15,473 
3 Unlialtlng 
($17, UO 
4.7$ return 
Enterprises In the 
fara plan 
'""f'' 
91 &eee8 ^ arpslmrg (OCOM2) 
61 ^ eres aielty (6Gt^) 
XI fldllc cms 
5 hog litters (X:l ratio) 
75 acres pasture (rented out) 
91 acres Siarpsbarg (000^2) 
61 aeres aielby (CX31^\ 
11 allk cma 
30 hog litters (2sX ratio) 
7 deferred-fed 
9 coMMreial heifers 
19 acres pasture (rented out) 
Liaitii^ Cons ^ficit 
ey, gayplrlt 
^arpslnirg Xaad •3^387 bu, 
^eXbj Xand 
Ci^ltaX 
Forage 
^ai^sbu]^ land #199 bu. 
^elby Xaad 
Cif>ltal 
^pt.-Oct.-Hot, labor 
bX<^. space 
Forage 
Land -1,8X3 bu. 
Hog bXdg. space 
PouXtry bXdf• space 
Forage 
#6,2X2 9X acres Sharpsburg (CGOM2) 
6X acres Shelby (CC»!M3) 
30 hog Xltters (2iX ratio) 
37 deferred-fed steers 
200 hens 
32 coRoeroial heifers 
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nufflfeers are nov liiaited by forage from both the pasture anid the rotation. 
Purchase of grain is indicated by the negative sign beside the 1813 bushel 
grain deficit. 
The poultry enterprise, the last to enter the farm organization, is 
Halted by building space. Hog building space limits this enterprise to 
30 litters. ISie restriction of building space for hogs under conditions 
of unlialted capital may be a disadvantage. However, this factor was 
not investigated in this study. In this unliailted capital, and more 
speculative fara situation, labor is no longer a limiting factor. Other 
activities in the matrix that did not enter the plans at any capital level 
in competition with those shown include the crop rotations at zero and 
low levels of fertilizer, beef cows producing feeder calves and aedlua 
steers wintered and short fed. 
From both th® theoretical and practical viewpoints the owner's 
equity position assumed increasing importance as the plans move from the 
capital optlauB at |10,000 to that of unlimiting capital. The interest 
earned on the last increment of capital necessary to reach the $10,000 
level is 21 per cent whereas the last increment necessary to reach the 
|17,H0 level earns only 4.7 per cent. The encumbered owner operator 
would rationally operate at capital levels which provide an interest rate 
of seven per cent or more on the last increments of capital. Under the 
situation assumed in this part of the study such a capital level would 
b® reached at 115,500. Thus th© total capital managed by the owner 
operator in this situation would approximate $57,563 (115,500 plus $42,063 
for real estate and farm machinery). 
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Para Plims for Owner-Operation undar Average Manage-
mentj 152 Cultivated Acres (Including Grade B Dairy) 
This situation is of special interest to farm operators who desire 
to compare the incoa© possibilities from a Grade B dairy enterprise with 
the sdlk cm enterprise and with all other livestock enterprises. In 
other words, when allowed to eoaipate for the use of capital, what is the 
composition of the optiffiQm planf The results are given in table 11, 
The 12 oow miniouBi iaposed on the Grade B dairy enterprise does not 
permit an operator with |5,000 of capital to reach an optimum with a 
Grade B dairy. However, at the capital level of $5,760 the 12 cow 
minifflum is fulfilled and the daify enterprise dominates the plan. The 
Grade B dairy enterprise now rearranges crop rotation on both Siarpsburg 
and Shelby soil types to meet roughage requirements. Adequate grain is 
obtained using CGOMj^ on Sfearpsburg soil and C0iHM2 on the aielby soil. 
Both coital and forage coi^ine to limit the size of the diary herd. 
However the forage limitation is not sufficient to use the last alterna­
tive, grazing the native grass pasture, hence the 75 acres of permanent 
pasture are rented out. This is in agreet^nt with the |5fOOO capital 
optiflaim plm in the first situation considered. The use of cc^ital to 
produce and sell grain with the aid of commeroial fertilizer provides a 
larger return than any other possible combination involving the renting 
of the native pasture. A comparison with the #5,000 capital optimum plan 
in the previous situation show a gain of $A4.7 in returns for an additional 
capital investment of |760. 
At the 110,000 capital optimum the net returns for the organization 
Tifljl® 11, OptiKia fsm plans for career operation aMer smrsge Bmagensati 152 @i»ltlvated acx^s 
(ificltidi^ QraAe B daiz?) 
Pleat Seturn (Inelades 
go. C^Moltal pigtare rent) 
Enterprises ia the 
fara nlm 
Lladtiag 
i^sfwr^s 
GrsiB deficit 
or soTBlas 
•5,760 
(X«s«fest level 
i^th 12 cows) 
f4y4#S 91 i^es Bistpa\MPg 
61 acres Shelby (©Mfg) 
12 d«iry e&m 
75 aisres pastas^ (rested cmt) 
Siarpsbaz^ land 
^el^ Imd 
Fertile 
Os|>ital 
•3,269 tw. 
2 110,000 $5,953 91 acres ^arpslwrg (CCWIg) 
28 meros Sfeelhy (OOM^o^ 
33 acres l^elhy (OGKa) 
17 daily cows 
12 hog litters (isO ratio) 
7 h«^ litters (IsO ratio) 
Land •1,477 Im. 
Capital 
Bee.-Jsa.-f^b. li&or 
Sept.-^t.-IoT. labor 
3 Unliadting $6,388 
($12,674) 
91 ac^s ^ arpsMrg (GCCM2) 
61 acres i^elby (OQISfs) 
15 dairy cows 
15 hog litters (2tl ratio) 
10 hog litters (1:0 ratio) 
17 cosmercial heifers 
200 hens 
l.aad -83 Im. 
Mar.-Apr. labor 
Sept,-Oct.-Hov, labor 
Pi^try bld^. space 
Hog bldg. space 
%rage 
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including the daiiy ©ntsrpris® give a return of |5|953. This amount is 
1480 above the return obtained from the |10,000 capital optimum when the 
Grade B dairy was excluded in Plan 1, table 10. All cropland is now 
fertilized at th© highest rate to provide grain and roughage. The dairy-
herd expands to use all forage from native end rotation pasture. Forage 
now limits the size of the daiiy herd. December, Januaxy and February 
labor and September, October and Movember labor limit hog production 
and cause the use of both the Itl ratio and the ItO ratio, thus placing 
emphasis on the production of spring pigs. 
The optimum plan, in which capital is no longer a limiting factor, 
is obtained with $12,674 and produces a return of |6,388. This plan 
with the Grade B dairy is reached with #4,466 less capital and produces 
|76 more return than the parallel situation in table 10. 
The composition of the optimum plan in which capital is no longer 
limiting is given in Plan 3, table 11. This organization shows a 
reduction of two cows in the dairy herd from the |10,000 optimum plan. 
Hog and poultry production are limited by building space, March and 
April labor, ^ ptember, October and Hovember Idsor and forage limit, 
th© siae of the dairy end coMieroial heifer enterprise. 
The last increment of capital to reach to |10,000 level earned inter­
est at the rate of 23 per cent whereas the last increment to reach 
112,674 earned less than 5 per cent. Hence, at average management under 
this situation returns to oapitfid. decline rapidly above the 111,000 level. 
From the viewpoint of the operator the use of ciredlt at the $10,000 
capital level and possibly at the $11,000 level would be rational. 
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Lenders as well as operators night view the unllniting capital optimum in 
this situation as having less instability and risk than the parallel 
situation when the 0rade B dairy vas excluded* Other research comparing 
the income and risk from various livestock enterprise combinations would 
support such opinion*^ 
Para Plans for Owner Operation under Average Managements 
152 Cultivated Acre® (16 Grade B Dairy Cows "Forced In'*)^ 
fhis situation is of interest to farm operators who desire the income 
stability of a dairy enterprise, and also wish to utilize all pasture and 
cropland with a minimum of operating ceqpital. The procedure followed in 
this section of the study gives first priority on the native pasture and 
the required amounts of other limited resources to the 16 Qrade B dairy 
cows. All other livestock and crop enterprises are then allowed to 
coa^te for the remaining resources including capital. 
In table 12 the results indicate that a capital level of |7,137 is 
required to begin operations which utilijse all the native pasture with 
Qrade B dairy cows. By adding to this amount of capital the land and 
machinery investment of 1^2,063 a total investment managed of $^9>200 
is obtained. liSien fixed costs of #2,005 are subtracted from the |4,9^3 
returas the resulting net farm Income is $2,938 for the first year of 
1 
Brown, William a. and Heady, E, 0. Economic instability and 
choices involving income and risk in livestock and poultry production, 
Iowa Agr, Sxp, Sta, Res, Bui, 4.31, 1955. 
%uaber of cows required to utilize all forage when no pasture is 
rented out. 
TaJsle 12, Para plamis for owner-operation under ttrerage amageaMntj 152 cultivated acres 
{16 Grade B dairy cows "forced in*)® 
Plan 
Bo. Gasital istum 
Enterprises in the 
fam nlan 
Limiting 
resources 
Grain deficit 
©r sumlus 
1 17,137 •4,943 91 aci^s ^ arpslmrg (GCCM^) 
61 acres atelby (00%) 
16 dairy cows 
Capital 
Li^ 
Pori^ 
•3,316 bu, 
2 •10,000 15,953 91 acres aiarpsburg {GCOI^) 
28 acres Shelby (GGfflfg) 
33 acres Sielby (GOM2J 
17 dairy cows 
12 hog litters (Itl ratio) 
7 hog litters (itO ratio) 
Capital 
Land 
Dec.-JMi.-Feb, 
Sept,-Oct,-Rov. 
Forage 
#•1,477 bu. 
labor 
labor 
3 fteliaiting |6,306 
(•12,111) 
91 acres aiarpsburg {CCO%) 
61 acres Shelby (C(^2) 
16 dairy cows 
14 hog litters (IsO ratio) 
9 hog litters (2sl ratio) 
8 coamercial heifers 
2 deferred-fed steers 
200 hens 
Land bu, 
Fori^e 
Hog building space 
Poultry bldg. space 
Dec.-Jan.-Feb. labor 
Sept.-Oct,-Hot. labor 
•Suaber of cows required to fully utilize all forage when no acres are rented out 
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operation. This study did not investigate aubaaquent years. Thus, for 
a year's labor and the aanagefflent of assets valued at |49,000 the operator 
has a net income of less th«B |3000. The dairy enterprise has the lowest 
coefficient of variation of any enterprise studied during the period 1917 
1 to 1948. Fro® the standpoint of incoffle stability alone this optimum 
plan is one of the safest obtained for average oianageaent. Income is 
derived from two sourcest the sale of cash grain and receipts from the 
daily herd. At this capital level the crop rotations receive only the 
lowest rates of commercial fertilizer, CCOM^ oad CC^l^ for JSiarpsburg and 
aielby soils, respectively. Capital, lil cropland, and forage are limit­
ing factors. 
At the 110,000 capital level the optiarua plan produces a return of 
$5,953. This plan is identical with the $10,000 capital optiiaum described 
in the previous situation when Grade B dairy cows were freely competing 
for the use of capital with all other activities in the matrix. 
Capital becomes unlimiting at ttie #12,111 level when the 16 Grade B 
cows remain in the plan. In most respects this plan is not superior to 
the unlimiting capital optimum of Plan So, 3, table 11. The limiting 
resources are exactly the same as the situation in which all activities 
compete freely for the available coital. 
%rown, William G, and Heady, 1, 0, Iconomic instability and choices 
involving income and risk in livestock and poultry production. Iowa Agr, 
Exp. Sta. Res. Bui. 431. 1955. 
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Optiauffi Farm Plans for Owner Operation under 
aiperlor Maaag®Mntj 152 Cultivated Acres 
(all activities except ailk cows and Grade B dairy) 
In the previous section the far® plans discussed were under average 
aaaage^nt. In this section these sane resources are used to develop 
optiffiua plans under superior management. The differences between average 
fiaid superior management for crop production are given in table 8 and in 
iftppendix table 32. The basic input-output data for livestock enter­
prises under ®aperior aanageEront are given in table 9 and in Appendix 
tables 21 to 31, inclusive. 
OptiBRim plans for one situation excluding milk cows and Grade B 
dairy are presented for the following reasonst (a) enterprises involving 
greater uncertainty and a wide r«mge of net returns are frequently 
assooiated with superior management skills md a strong capital position, 
(b) according to the 1954 U* S. census nearly 20 per cent of the Adams 
County faiws reported no milk cows and only 4-2 farms sold whole milk, 
(c) beef cow population in Adams County is more than double that for 
milk cows, (d) the optimum plans provide a basis for comparison with 
optimum plans under other situations. The results of this section of 
the study are given in table 13. 
The optimum plan at the $5,000 capital level gives the first use of 
capital to GCCMg on Siarpsburg land* lext in order the Ijl ratio of hog 
production enters the plim and ffixhausts the supply of capital. The 
Shelly soils are rented out because capital at this level gives greater 
returns in hog production than in farming Sielby soil. The only limiting 
Table 13. OptiBum fara plans for owner-operation uad®r superior «anagsTOnt| 152 cultivated aerss 
(all aetivities except sdlk cows aad grade B dairy) 
Plan 
Mo. CaDital Betum 
Interprisea in the 
FarB Plan 
Waiting 
lesources 
£3rain deficit 
©r surolus 
1 15,000 13,993 91 i^res ^ arpsborg (COTHg) 
22 hog litters (itl ratio) 
61 aex^s Shelby (rented rait) 
75 aeres oaatnre (rented oat) 
fljarpsburg 
Coital 
*1,356 bu, 
2 #5,000 
(alternate 
plan) 
13,837 
• 200 
14,137 
91 acres Siarpabarg (CGCM2) 
61 acres ^ elty (CCBfo) 
14 hog litters (IsO ratio) 
75 a^es oasture (ifented out) 
Lnatd 
Capital 
•3,459 bu. 
3 18,546 15,770 
* ?oo 
#6,070 
91 ««jres Sharpsburg (CGQMo) 
61 0ex®8 Shelby (COM3) 
37 hog litters (2s1 rati©) 
75 acres oastare (rented oat) 
Cropland 
Capital 
log Gilding space 
•1,232 bu. 
i #10,000 #6,405 
• 212 
91 acres Siarpslmrg (GGCMg) 
61 acres Shelby (GOM3) 
37 hog litters (2sl ratio) 
11 defeiTed steers 
53 acres oasture (rented c«t 
Croplfflad 
Ci^ital 
Hog building sp»:e 
•797 bu. 
5 •12,134 17.334 
#7,418 
91 acres Siarpsbarg (CCtMg) 
61 acres fitoelby (COM3) 
37 hog litters (2:1 ratio) 
27 defenred steers 
21 aeres oastare (rented out) 
Cropland 
Capital 
Hog building space 
•160 bu. 
6 Unlimiting 
(122,167) 
#9,692 91 acres Sharpsburg (CCOM3) 
61 acres Shelby (0(^3) 
38 deferred fed steers 
37 hog litters (2tl ratio) 
42 B»dium yearling steers 
200 hens 
All land 
Poultry building 
September-October-
Koveaber labor 
Forage 
Hoir bail dine snace 
-1,445 bu. 
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factors are Sharpsburg soil and capital. However, even though such a 
plan is sound an operator would not be certain of this outcome in advance 
and would normally plant all crop land. The alternate plan represents 
the next most productive us® of the resources under the same |5,000 
capital limitation, fhe Sbarpsburg land would be used as before. The 
best use of Shelby soil is GOM3 but available capital reduces the hog 
enterprise to 1-4 litters of lil ratio. In both plans the native pasture 
is rented out. The limiting resources are capital md all cropland. The 
#400 difference in returns between the first plan and the alternate is 
based on the estimate that rental returns on the Shelby cropland would 
.be 14 ,00 per acre. This estiaate is conservative. For practical par-
poses the two plans are equivalent. Ml cropland comes into the optimuin 
plan at the |8,546 capital level - also the hog enterprise reaches a 
maxlDEia before any beef cattle enterprises enter the plan, it this 
relatively high cipitaQ. level native pasture is still rented out. The 
limiting resources now include hog building space, capital and cropland, 
Sielty soil is used by crop rotation OOM^, At the |10,000 capital level 
11 deferred steers enter the optimua plan. These steers use 22 acres of 
native pasture and leave 53 to be rented out. Income shown for all but 
the unlimlting capital plan includes land rental shown as a separate 
figure, at the rate of 14.00 per acre, in the return column. Land use 
and limiting resources are the same as in the previous plan. The grain 
surplus continues to decline. 
The optiaam plan at the $12,134 capital level shows an incirease In 
the deferred steer enterprise to 27 head or more than double the number 
in the previous plan. Hogs remain at the maximum of 37 litters (2j1 ratio) 
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and surplus pasture is rented out. fhe only limiting resources are capi­
tal, cropland and hog building spae®. The returns of |7,418 represent a 
net inoOTie of |5|4.13 after the deduction of |2,005. The total investment 
managed is 154,197 (|4.2,063 land and machinery plus |12,134 operating 
capital). This plan is included for comparison with Plan No. 1, table 
14 to be pi*es®nted in the next situation, 
Optimm orgaaissation without capital limitations in this situation 
is reached at |22,l67 and produces a return of $9,692 or a net, after 
deducting fixed costs, of #7,687. The Sfxarpsburg soils are now fer­
tilised at the highest rates (CGOM^). The rotation on Sielby is changed 
to COMM^ to meet the forage requirements of a much larger beef cattle 
program. 
The two beef cattle enterprises are almost evenly divided between 
deferred fed steers and medium yearling steers. In conformity with all 
other situations, in this study, the poultry enterprise is the last to 
enter the plan and is limited to 200 hens by the size of the poultry 
building. Other limiting resources include all land, hog buildings, 
fall labor, md forage. This plan providea cattle sales in Msy, the 
seasonal high for medium steers, and In Hovenfeer the seasonal high for 
good to choice 900-1100 pound steers. The last increment of capital 
needed to reach the level of this plffii returns more than 12 per cent 
interest. Under superior managecMnt the more speculative replacement 
cattle enterprises are rational and profitable for operators having a 
good equity in resources. 
The composition of optimum plans at the specified capital levels in 
this situation provides investment guide posts to farmers. At the higher 
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capital levels a wider range of smnusl returas is probable. Hence, risk 
aversion will become a strong factor in the use and expansion of credit 
for those plans above the |12,000 capital level. 
OptlBMO Faffa Plans for Owner Operation 
under ^perior Manageaentj 152 Cultivated Acres 
(including Qrtde B dairy and all activities except milk cows) 
This situation is used to determine the capital levels which would 
include at least the Btinioum dairy herd of 12 cows. The resources are the 
sme as previous situations. Those plans containing less than this number 
of daily cows were discarded. The results of this section of the study 
are given in table 14. 
This study indicates that under the assumptions of superior manage­
ment the Grade B dairy enterprise enters the optimum plans only through 
a very narrow capital range. Plans below the capital level shown did not 
meet 12 cow minimum and hence were discarded. At capital levels of 
about |12,800 other enterprises becMe sufficiently competitive to reduce 
the number of Grade B cows below the minimum. In practice a feasible 
optimum plan might include 11 to 13 dairy cows and the capital level 
might vary |1,000 on either side of the |12,134. In general the firmly 
established owner operators, whose operating capital is on either side of 
this range, are not likely to switch to Grade B dairy unless its competi­
tive position relative to other enterprises improves. However, young 
owner operators with heavy debt loads might move in this direction for 
stability reasons. The risk aversion of each individual and the oppor­
tunities available are prime factors in such decisions. 
Table 14. Optiaam farm plaa for oimer ©juration tinder superior sansgefflent; 152 cultivated acres 
(including Srade B dairy s®d all activities except Bilk cows) 
Plan 
So. Gapltal liteSS. 
1 112,134® 17,771 
(including » 160 
12 cows) 17,931 
Entei^risQS in th® 
fara plegi 
91 acz^s aiMrpsburg ((^Q%) 
36 acres 1^©1% (©SM^) 
12 dairy cows 
37 hog litters (2il ratio) 
25 acres ^ ell^ (rented out) 
15 acres pasttire (rented out) 
Limiting Grain deficit 
r9ffo^<lfg . 9r gW&Xlff 
Siarpsburg land 0 
Capital 
Bog building space 
^pt.-Oct.-Hov, labor 
ffeed grain 
*As capital is inc3raased a poultry enterprise ccsaes into the plan; however, since Septeaber-
Octobejr-NowBber labor and feed grain are boto Halting in ttje above plan, adding a pcmltiy enter­
prise calls for sn increase of GCM acres (for feed grain) which In turn saist get Septesber-October-
Moveenber labor by decreasijig the nuBber of dairy cows. 
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In this optimum plan is the crop rotation on all Siarpsburg 
soil and COM^ is used on 36 acres of Shelly. Hogs (2jl ratio) and dairy-
cola's use capital more efficiently than additional aielhy land - hence, 
the remaining 25 acres are rented out. The dairy cows use 60 acres of 
native pasture; the remaining 15 acres are rented out. In actual practice 
it is likely that neither the Saelby cropland or the pasture would be 
rented out. Failure to rent out adght reduce income slightly but such 
a high precision in forecasting does not exist due to price and yield 
variations. 
The limiting resources include Sbiarpsburg land, capital, hog build­
ings, fall labor, and feed grain. This is an example feed grain limita^ 
tion so slight that grain buying at the small premium is not profitable. 
Comparison of the optimum plans at the $12,134 capital level with and 
without dairy cows can be made hy referring to the previous section and 
Plan No. 5, table 13. Both plans use identical crop rotations, fertilizer 
levels and hog enterprises! both rent out smadl acreages of native pasture. 
Differences between the two pittas are as followsj (a) 25 acres of Shelby 
ar© rented out under the dairy plan - however, the 61 acres of Sielby are 
fully utilized with the hog and deferred fed steer combinationj (b) the 
hog enterprise aecesants for 5^ per cent of the livestock investment when 
dairy enterprise is included, but moves up to 64 per cent when 27 
deferred steers cow into the planj (c) at the aam capital level returns 
to the dairy pla® are #513 higher. Wbien the livestock combinations of the 
two plans are compared for income variation significant advantage in all 
three measures is found for the dairy-hog plan.^ These comparisons are 
^Brown and Heady, OP. cit.. p. 555. 
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given in table 15. the smaller range in income shown by these efficient 
measures of variation provides wioh confidence to the young heavily 
encumbered owner operator. The higher labor requirements and more con­
fining nature of the hog daiiry combination may render it less attractive 
to owner operators having a high equity in their farm inveataents. This 
concludes the study of th® dairy enterprise under superior Banage&ent as 
a ooffii>etitlve enterprise. The situations which follow investigate other 
alternatives. 
Table 15. A ooiaparison of the livestock enterprise combinations from two 
optiaum plans at the |12|146 capital level, with variation in 
incois® measured by returns per |100 all costs using varisnce, 
st«ttdard deviation and coefficient of variation.^ 
Coa^osition of the 
liv«stock Dlan 
falue of 
a® Variance Std. Dev,^ 0/7° 
37 litters (2il ratio) hogs 
and 12 drade B dairy eows 58 381,5 18,6 19.5 
37 litters (2il ratio) hogs 
27 deferred fed steers 64. 792 28.1 25.5 
Difference .... 410.5 9.5 6.0 
^Adapted from Brown, William G. and Heady, E, 0. Economic insta­
bility and choices involving incotae and risk in livestock and poultry pro­
duction. Iowa igr. Ixp. Sta. Bes. Bui. 431., p. 55. 1955. 
^e q value refers to the proportion of resources for the first 
mentioned enterprise of the pair} 1-q refers to resources used for the 
second enterprise of the pair. 
^Standard deviation 
®Coeffioient of variation 
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OptiKuffi Paa?m Plans for Owner (deration Tinder 
®ip®rlor Manageraentj 152 Cultivated Acres 
(12 Srade B dairy cows or 9 beef cows forced in to utilize all roughage) 
Beef cows producing feeder calves were included in all matrices in 
this study. Beef cows are low income producers in comparison with the 
capital used and therefore, d© not enter optim® farm plans at any capital 
level. let the coefficient of variation for returns per $100 all cost 
is lower for beef cow herds than miy other beef cattle enterprise for 
the period 1917 to 1948 (21.49).^ For the dairy enterprise during this 
same period the coefficient of variation is 12.17. Therefore an organi-
aation combining these two enterprises to use up the roughage has low 
risk features. This part of tiie stu^ was coaputed to determine the 
cost of using a cattle prograa containing the lowest possible risk and 
income variation components. By comparing the returns obtained with 
those of other situations, the cost of avoiding large risks can be esti­
mated. The resoiirce restrictions are identical with tboae used in all 
sections of this study. The ainimum of 12 Grade B dairy cows for that 
activity leaves enough native pasture for 9 beef cows and replacements. 
In this situation the necessary resources are reserved to meet the 
requirements of the dairy and beef cowsj thereafter, all other activities 
compete for the remainder. Results of this computation for three capital 
levels are given in table 16. 
To establish this low risk organization #3,903 of working capital 
is required to eara a return of #5»475. Capital, all cropland and forage 
^Brown, and Heady, op. clt.. p. 552* 
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are the only limiting resources at this level. Comparison with #8,5-46 
capital optiaun Plan Ho. 3j table 13 shows the cost of avoiding a higher 
risk is 1595 i» returns plus the investaent of |357 aore operating 
capital. Avoiding risk in this Instance reduces income by 11 per cent. 
At the llO, 000 capital optioniffi the present situation gives a return 
of |6,063 or $554 below the higher risk |10,CX)0 capital optisiuBi of I'lan 
Ko, 3, table 13. At the |10,000 c8|>ital level avoiding the high risk 
reduces income nine per cent. In Plan No. 2, table 16 five brood sows 
producing 10 litters of Ifl ratio hogs coae into the plan and the crop 
rotation on &elby soils changes from GOM^ to COMM^. Only capital and 
all land are Halting resources. Hhen capital is not a limiting resource, 
unlind-tlng in Idsis low risk organization, when |15,126 are used| returns 
are |8,U3 or fl,249 below those of Plan 6, table 13. These two plans 
are not entirely comparable becaise the non-dairy situation used $22,167 
of operating capital in the optinnia plan. However, if the assuaption of 
optima organization without capital limitations is accepted then the 
decision involves a choice between returns of |8,443 or gaining an addi­
tional 11,249 in returns with an additional capital investaent of |7,Q41. 
In this low risk optiaua plan, feed requireaents for livestock govern 
the crop rotation for ^ elby soil. 
In this section the estimates of avoiding larger risks amount to an 
income reduction of ^proxtoately ten per cent. 
The existence of mai^ small beef cow herds indicates that farmers 
consider the income sacrifice justifiable and possibly tend to over value 
beef cows in their role of risk reduction. 
fable 16, OptiEWB farm plan for owner operatlcai under superior msj^easnt} 152 cultivated acres 
(12 Grade B daiiy ems aad 9 beef eows •forced in* to utilize all forage) 
Plan 
ISj Capital,, 
Enterprises in the 
fwrn Plan 
Ziimiting 
res<^p^eff 
Grain deficit 
or surplus 
18,903 15,475 91 aa?es Sharpsborg 
61 acres Siell^ (COM^) 
12 daily coifs 
9 beef ecws 
Capital 
All land 
••4,031 bu. 
110,000 ^,C^3 91 acres Siarpsburg (GCCM2) 
61 a^sres &el!^ (CCMCj) 
12 dairy cows 
9 beef cows 
10 hog litters (Itl ratio) 
Ci^ital 
All land 
«.2,770 btt. 
3 115,126 18,443 
(imlimiting) 
91 acres Siarpsburg {CGOM2) 
61 acres SSielbf (CtMij) 
12 dairy cows 
9 beef cows 
5 hog litters (1:0 ratio) 
27 hog litters (2j1 ratio) 
5 oedium steers 
200 hens 
All land • 2C^ bu. 
Hog building spnse 
Pmiltzy building sp^e 
Septetaber-October-
Soveober labor 
Forage 
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Optimum Plaa for Owner Operation under 
&perlor Meaagementj 152 Cultivated ^res 
(including all aetivities plus pasture renovation) 
First attempts to determine the capita, level at which pasture reno­
vation would enter "ttie plan were unsuccessful. The resource restrictions 
used throughout this stu<fy reached an optimum plan at unlimited capital 
before pasture renovation would enter the plan. Pasture renovation 
entered the plan only at high capital levels when labor restrictions were 
supplemented hired labor in the fall «nd early spring months. The 
results of this section of the study are given in table 17. Basic input-
output data for pasture renovation are given in Appendix table 33. 
The labor restrictions are lifted l3y permitting labor to be hired 
at #1.00 per hour. ®be extra labor permitted an increase in the deferred 
steer enterprise and both Sharpsburg and atielhy soils were planted to 
rotations using the highest rat® of fertilizer. Investment returns on 
the pasture renovation activity are below six per cent. Pasture jpenova-
tlon represents a satisfactory use of capltid only when large quantities 
are available and other InvestMnt opportunities are not lacking. The 
results of this stud^ are In agreement with other research on pasture 
renovation.^ 
%e entire 75 acres of permanent pasture are not renovated because 
%eady, larl 0., Olson, Russell 0. and Scholl, J. M. Economic 
efficiency In pasture production and Improvement In southern Iowa. Iowa 
i^r. Exp. Sta. Res. Bui. 419, 1954. 
McKee, Dean E., Heady, Karl 0. and Scholl, J. M. Optimum alloca­
tion between pasture Improvement asd other opportunities on southern Iowa 
farms. Iowa ^r. Ixp, Sta. Res. Bui. 435. 1956. 
Table 17. plan for owner operation uirier saperior miasageffient} 135 cultivated acres 
(all activities Including pasture renovation) 
Plan 
Ho. Capital 
Enterprises in 
Return farm plwa 
the Liaiting 
resources 
Grain surplus Hours of 
or deficit labor hired 
1 127,211 
(Unliaiting) 
110,043 91 acres (CCOM.) 
61 acres (CM^) 
86 deferred-fed steers 
37 hog litters {2j1 ratio) 
200 hens 
72 aujres renovated pasture 
ill land -2,735 bu. 
Hog building space 
Poultiy building space 
Forage 
56 hrs. in 
March-April 
4.25 hrs, in 
Sept.-Oct.-
Nov. 
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of forage limitation from the crop rotations, l^iat is, given the forage 
from the rotations in the plan, the total amount of pasture that can bo 
utilized is approximately 72 renovated acres and three unrenovated acres. 
The returas to the last increment of capital in this optimum plan would 
not exceed three per cent. It is significant that none of the native 
pasture is renovated at a return above six per cent. Earlier studies 
considered the life of renovated pasture to be 15 or 20 years or even 
longer with proper aaintenance. However, recent drouth years have 
caused some coaplete failures in renovated pasture. The life of reno­
vated pasture in this study is considered as 10 years. Seeding and 
establishment of the stand require 11 years of elapsed time to obtain 
10 years of grazing. Seedir® failures are expected one time in six. 
These factors plus high costs of establishment and annual maintenance 
place renovation of pasture in a poor competitive position with respect 
to other uses for capital on farms of Southern Iowa, The six year average 
yields (1949-1954.) «t the pasture ii^rovement farm in Albia, Iowa, are 
93 pounds of beef per acre on the unimproved check and 248 for 
renovation front a trefoil-blue grass mixture (the latter should be 
adjusted to 221 pounds due to the seeding failures and establishment 
each 10 years). See iyppendix table 33.^ This yield increase from 
renovation is substantial but Insufficient to be a good alternative 
investment for most farmers. 
^Scholl J. M., Hughes H. D. and McVilliams, Richard. Renovation can 
double pasture production. Iowa farm Science. 9i7-8, 1955. 
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When pasture renovation «ad land buying opportunities were considered 
together, priority and use of capital alwi^s went to land buying. This 
selection occurred under land buying aasuaptions requiring a 40 per cent 
down payment on land priced at $131.49 per acre. The buying activity 
included land of the same type as the basic farm. Thus, each acre pur­
chased is assumed to be 38 i®r cent Sharpsburg cropland, 25 per cent 
Qielby cropland and 31 per cent native pasture. The reaaining six per 
cent consists of roads and waste. 
Optimim Flo*® Plan for Owner Operation under Superior 
Management (including pasture renovation, grade B 
dairy, all other activities and land buying) 
In this situation the objective is to determine the optimum farm size 
within the restrictions of family labor. In this matrix all restrictions 
are the same as in other sections except that land is now placed in the 
same category as feed grains. This means that land may be purchased cus 
long as family labor is available to operate it. However, as a user of 
capital the land buying activity must compete with all other enterprises 
in the matrix, lihe operation begins with 152 acres of cultivated land. 
The results ire given in tiftile 18. The basic input data for the land 
buying activity are given in ^pendix table 34. 
Mithin the frsm of reference outlined above the farm size increases 
to 483 acres as an optimum when capital is unlimiting* This represents 
a purchase of 243 acres. In this plan the down payment of #52.60 per 
acre purchased becomes a part of the capital column in table 18. Thus, 
the down piegrment on newly purchased land accounts for |12,782 and other 
table 18. Optima fara plan for ommr operation und«r superior Esu^ea^at (incltiding pmture 
reaoyatlon, grade B dairy, all other activities and land baying) 
Plan 
MSU^ 
Enterprises in the 
fara p1^ 
JJnliffliting 112,851 
143,425 
(above 6% i^tum) 
183 acres Sbarpsborg fcGCa«3) 
123 ^ es Sielby (GOIM3) 
33 deferred steers 
18 hc^ litters (isO ratio) 
113 aediua steers 
200 hens 
243 acres land purchased 
151 acres i»r®anent pasttire 
rented out 
Ho pasture renovated 
Liaiting Grain deficit 
Laid 44,181 ba. 
Poultry building space 
March, April labor 
Sept., Oct.,Hov. labor 
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activities for #30,64.3 to make up the total of 1^3,425. As mentioned in 
th® previous section, land buying is a better competitor for the use of 
capital than pasture renovation. No pasture was renovated. The crop 
rotations provide ample forage at the highest rate of fertilization -
hence, the permanent pasture is rented out. Kie livestock program 
dictates the crop rotation on Shelby soil. In common with other non-
liaited capital plans which do not include dairy cows the highest level 
of fertiliaation is used on th® ^arpsburg soils. This plan shows a 
return of more than six per cent on the last increment of capital used. 
Thus a farmer with a full equity in a 24,0 acre farm would be justified 
in expanding to twice this acreage under the conditions assumed in this 
study. In addition to labor restrictions this size increase is also 
controlled by the views of risk and uncertainty held by many operators.^ 
%eady. Earl 0., McKee, Dean 1. and Haver, C, B, Farm size adjust­
ments in Iowa and cost economics in crop production for farms of different 
sizes. Iowa igr. Ixp. Sta. Hes, Bui. -428, 1955. 
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SUMIAHI 
The purpose of this study la to determine optiau® farm plans for 
begiiming farrasrs, from foundation situations in the soil locality 
studied. The optiwim plans are determined by application of the linear 
prograamlng technique. 
In this benchmark study, long time price relationships between the 
various crop said livestock enterprises are adjusted to the current price 
level which is a basis for computation of input-output data, lliiree farm 
situations under average maaiagement and five under superior management 
include many of the manageTOnt decision problems facing ovmer-operators 
in the Southern Pasture legion of Iowa, These situations are studied to 
determine the optimum plana of operation at different capital levels. 
The objective of research is to discover new facts and to develop 
valid relationships. In this study optimum farm plans are derived to 
provide a basis for recommending particular forms of farm organization. 
The role of extension education is to make the fliidings of research 
available to farm and urban families. The evalution of extension educa­
tion is measured in terms of the number of individuals or families 
adopting a particular recomiiwndation. To be efficient tools in extension 
education, linear programming studies must provide recommendations to 
farmers that meet the following necessary conditionss (a) be in agreement 
with the look run outlook for their particular resources, (b) provide a 
more complete understanding of alternative opportunity costs and returns, 
(c) furnish the basis for forming more accurste expectations, and (d) 
suggest management decisions that are subject to smaller errors than those 
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which prevailed under the guidanc® of the traditional educational methods. 
Ihe representative farm used for this study is in Adaos County where 
the cropland is largely Shaarpsburg and iSielby soil types, with the former 
representing at least 60 per cent of the cultivated area. Owner opera­
tion of a 240 acre farm with 152 cultivated acres, is used for study. 
Service buildings for the farta includet Sufficient storage apace for 
all crops raised on Idae fartt| 895 square feet of floor space for fatten­
ing hogs plus sufficient farrowing space in portable farrowing houses; 
bam space for 20 dairy cowsj and poultry housing for 200 hens with 
brooder space for the necessary baby chicks. 
Labor for farming operations in all of the situations, except one 
situation including pasture renovation, is furnished by the operator and 
his family. Housewife labor to care for the poultry flock is assumed. 
Hence, labor to care for poultry is excluded from labor restrictions. 
In the pasture renovation situation, the alternative of hiring extra 
labor was included in the farm situation, Another variation of available 
resources, considered in this study, is Increasing the size of the farm 
to the limits of available labor. 
Special attention is given to situations Including the Grade B dairy 
activity under two levels of manageBent, For coispariaon purposes situa­
tions excluding Grade B dairy under average management and excluding 
both milk cows and Grade B dairy under superior management were studied. 
The specific ob;Jectives of this study are, given the farm situation, 
to show profit maximizing farm plans for relevant amounts of capital and 
other resources, making comparisons between plans, and estimating the 
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coat of adopting certain low risk plans. Optimm farm plans and tha 
resulting profits are obtained by the linear progranudng technique. 
In all plans shown, the ^ elby cropland use is determined by the 
livestock enterprises* The Sharpsburg soils use the CCOM rotation through­
out but the rate of fertilizer changes with capital levels and moves to 
the highest rates only when capital is non-limiting and dairy cows are 
not in the plan. For the average manager operating without a Grade B 
daizT^ enterprise, 11 nilk cows are in the optimum plan at both the 
15,000 and $10,000 capital levels. Hogs represent the next most profit-
i^le investn^nt at low capital levels; hogs fully utilize all hog build­
ing space in the plans using high levels of capital. As capital increases 
above $10,000, commercial heifers and deferred steers replace the milk 
cows. Iftien Grade B dairy cows enter the plan, no other livestock can 
cosqjete for resource use at the lowest capital level. At the $10,000 
capital level the dairy herd size increases and hogs enter the plan. At 
the non-lisdtlng capital level hog numbers increase and coamtercial heifers 
are included, fhe laying flock is included in all plans with capital 
non-limiting. Plans including the Grade B dairy enterprise have higher 
returns than those excluding this enterprise at all capital levels. 
Permanent pasture is rented out at the low capital levels. 
Under superior management, for both crops and livestock, hogs enter 
the plans first when milk cows and Grade B dairy cows are excluded. As 
capital increases the hog enterprise is followed by deferi^d steers, 
medium steers and hens in the order listed, With a 12 cow minimmn for 
Grade B dairy this enterprise enters the optimum plan only at the 
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|12,]L46 capital level. At higher or lower capital levels optinauBi plans 
include less than 12 Grade B cows under superior managenwnt. 
In the loiw risk plans, livestock enterprise combinations of 16 Grade 
B dairy cows are "forced into® the plan under average aanafement and 12 
Cirade B dairy cows and 9 beef cows are *forced in" under superior manage­
ment* Returns are reduced approximately 10 per cent below the competi­
tive plans which exclude all dairy enterprises. 
The results of the pasture renovation situation are in ag3*eenent 
with previous research. Pasture renovation enters the optimum plan only 
at a capital level of $27,211, after land purchase has been omitted as 
a possible alternative and after labor restrictions have been relaxed to 
permit labor hire in the spring and fail. In this extreme situation, 
pasture renovation enters the plan only at a point where the returns to 
capital are below six per cent. Alternative investments carrying a 
greater return are availi^le to most farn^rs, 
I#ien the l«ad baying activity Is included as an alternative, pas­
ture renovation is eliminated from the plan and farm size increases from 
240 to 4^3 acres in the plan with nonlimlting capital. Thus, under the 
assumptions of this study, the family size farm in Adams County could 
include 483 acres consisting of 3^ acres of cropland, 151 acres of 
permanent pasture, and 26 acres in building site, roads and waste. 
The optimum plan, including land buying, gives more than six per cent 
awtums to the last Increments of capital. At this level of return on 
capital, the increase of far® size ft-om 240 to 480 acres provides a 
favorable alternative for owner operators if they have obtained a 50 to 
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75 per cent equity in their current investment, l^ftien equities are below 
the 50 per cent level, risk aversion and uncertainty factors hinder the 
growth of farm size, A oomparison of 195A census with 19A9 for Adams 
County shows a 17.6 per cent increase of farm numbers in the 260 to 
4.99 acre size greup. Significantly, during this same period farm 
numbers decreased in every size group below 260 to 499 acres, in Adams 
County, This study indicates that the number of farms in the 240 to 4-83 
acre range will continue to increase rapidly. 
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BASIC DITA USED IN GOMP0TISG PRODUCTION AND RESOURCE 
HEQUIHEtMEHTS OF ACTIflTIES CONSIDERED IN THIS STUUr 
The basic data used in progranmlng the eight farm situations in this 
study are given in the following tables. 
The average adjusted prices used in this study are given in appendix 
table 18. To determine the average adjusted price for a product, the 
average price of th® product during its price cycle period was divided 
by the average price of com during the same period; then, the resulting 
ratio was multiplied by |1»20, the net selling price of com after 
deducting transportation and handling charges. This method retains 
the historical average price ratios between all products. The peak of 
a livestock population cycle for cattle or hogs roughly corresponds to 
the low in the price cycle and vice versa. The length of price and live­
stock population cycle periods used in determining ratios for the various 
commodities is not uniform. For market hogs the period used 194-7 through 
1955 contains approximately two cycles. For packing sows and breeding 
gilts a one <^cle period 1950 through 1955 was used. The cattle price 
period used in this stuiSy is 21 years 1935 through 1955. This period 
includes two cattle number cycles measured from peak to peak - 1935 to 
1945 and 1945 to 1955. The formila used in computing the average price 
of cattle is shown below. 
Qattle Price I935 thyough I955 = Average Adlusted 
Average Com Price 1935 through 1955 ^ Sicf of cittl^ 
Basic data for livestock and poultry are given in Appendix tables 
21 through 30; crop rotation and yield data and the basic inputs for 
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paatup® renovation and land buying activities are given in appendix 
tables 32, 33, and 34 respectively. SoiiBiarieB of the coefficients used 
in the matrioes la this study under average and superior management, 
together with investment ratios, are given in Appendix tables 35 and 36. 
Table 19. Estimated lavestaKsnt and fixed costs for an mmr operator 
Far& aachinery (Jbseriptioa Price* 
($) 
Bstimated 
salvi^ 
value 
Estimatedb 
life 
years 
Mmal 
depreciatioB 
Ci) 
2575. 232. 10 219. 
230. 34. 11 18. 
555. 83. 12 39. 
140. 21. 9 13. 
340.12 51. 12 24. 
410.00 61. 10 35. 
100.00 15. 11 8. 
205.00 31. 12 u. 
400.00 60. 13 26. 
241.00 36. 8 26. 
91.60 14. 12 6. 
740.00 111. 8 79. 
300.00 45. 12 21. 
275.00 41. 12 19. 
700.00 105. 8 74. 
885.00 133. 8 94. 
168.00 25. 10 14. 
250.00 37. 7 30. 
1900.00 285. 6 135. 
10505.72 1574. 894. 
Tractor (3 plo*#, new) 
Plow (3 bottott H*, used) 
Tandes dish (10* triieel aounted, new) 
Cultivator (2 row, used) 
Power Bower (7', new) 
Gom planter (4- row, used) 
Drag barrow (24' used) 
Itotary ho® (2 row, new) 
flare box wagons on 4 wheel rubber tire 
trailers (2), used 
Fertilizer spreader (10', new) 
Grass seeder tractor (w)tajted, new) 
Com picker (2 row, used) 
Slevator (32*, used) 
Side delivery rake (new) 
Boto baler (used) 
Combine (6% used) 
Manure loader (used) 
Manure spreader (used) 
iuto (fara share 50%) 
Total 
®Cavies, Jim. Indianola, Iowa. Information on prices of used machinery prevailing at 
farm auction sales in Iowa during 1955-56. (Private coBBaunication). 1956. 
Estimated life based on Intez*nal Revenue Service Bulletin "F* Adjusted. 
Table 19 (continued) 
aiSBBary of annual fixed costs 
11§1 - Aaoant 
Total aa^^lnery deiareci«tlcn 894.(K) 
Depreciatie® on fenees, tiling and serriee buildings® ^0,00 
iBfil estate taxes^ 473.36 
Personal property taxes on machinery and inmraace on service Iniildings^ 142.21 
Electricity (farm share) 35.00 
Miseellamoous expense ITO.OO 
Total fixed costs 2004.57 
Invest»ent aiBBBary non-liquid assets 
leal estste Inrestaent, 240 acres at $131.49® 31,557.60 
Madhineiy iavestaent (original coat, new or used) 10.505.72 
Tot^ non-liquid assets 42»063.32 
®As reported by the owner of an Mams County farm. 
Estimated to be 1.5 per cent of cuxirent value. 
®Value of far® land in Adaas County, 1954 Census of Agriculture. 
Table 20. Average adjusted product prices assuaed for this study® 
Item 
Purehaae 
Unit price 
(dollars) 
Selling Sale price spread 
price between ave, md. 
(dollars) superior mgt. per ewt. 
Seed md fertilizer? 
Cora 
Oats 
Xieguiss and grass mixture 14 lbs. 
Hitrogen (l) 
Riosphate 
Feed and graini 
Corn 
O&ts 
(baled) 
Cattle suppleisent 
Sog suppleaent 
Poultry l^ing mash 
Linstock and livestock pro^etst 
October good to choice steer and heifers 
Beef earn 
Milk cov 
MediuB daizy cov 
Superior dairy cow 
Cull cow cwt. 
Veal calf cwt. 
Heifer 2 year old ailk head 
Heifer 2 year old medium dairy head 
Heifer 2 year old superior dairy head 
November medium yearling 700 lbs. cwt. 
May 900 - 1100 steer grading •good" cwt. 
November 900 - 1100 steer grading "choice* cwt. 
bu, 
bu. 
acre 
lb. 
lb. 
1m. 
ba. 
ton 
cwt. 
cwt. 
cwt. 
11.50 
,88 
-4.79 
.13 
.10 
1.30 
.62 
17.40 
4.42 
5.30 
19.84 
144.27 
144.00 
192.00 
228.00 
15.01 
1.20 
.62 
19.84 
12.47 
18.00 
144.00 
192.00 
228.00 
18.15 
21.83 
1.50 
1.14 
1.25 
*^ased on past price relationships and adjusted to a judgD»nt estimate of #1.20 per bu 
for com 
Table 20. (continued) 
Purchase Selling Bale price spread 
Item fnit price price between sve. and 
(dollars) (dollars) superior mat, per 
Waj eowsffircial to good heifers 780 lbs. cirt. . 17.55 1.00 
i^ ril culled brood sow - 15.18 
^pteartjer breeding gilt or acm cwt. 16.09 - -
October breeding gilt or sow cirt. - 15.46 -
Februaiy aarket hogs 225 lbs. Cirt. - 16.65 -
March market hogs cwt. - 16.93 -
r^il aarket hogs cwt. - 16.57 -
Julj market hogs cwt. - 18.43 -
lagust max^et hogs cwt. - 18.80 - .  
September market hogs «irt. - 18.04 -
October aarket hogs cwt. - 16.45 -
Moveaber market hogs cwt. mm 15.81 -
Sexed chicks (lading breed) each .30 •» 
Cull hen lb. - .14 1-
Cockerel lb. - .22 -
Iggs doz. - .28 -
Batterfat lb. — .59 — 
Grade B milk net after hauling cwt. - 2.92 -
Tifljle 21. Basic iii]^ t-out|mt data t&t hog ^stea# used in thi# stti^ 
Averapt ^perii^r 
Unit 
«>• Muaber of pi^ ^aned per litter 6.50 7.30 
2. Death loss after weani^ .44 .22 
3. Beplaceaent gilts l.OO 1.00 
4. !Mber of pigs sold (at 225 lbs.) 5.06 6.08 
5. Total cwt. of p&rk prahiced - line (4) • line (5) x 225 potmds 13.63 15.93 
6. Tot^ feed inptts per ewt. lbs. 500 as 
7. Protein level ^ per cent 10.2 12.06 
8. Cora equivalent per cwt. perk lbs. 410 318 
9. Protein supplesent per ewt. pork* lbs. 50 65 
10. Iiiy equivalent per m%, pork* lbs. 40 32 
11. Labor per litter^ hours 33 26 
Capital iavestffiBBt per cwt. pork 
12. dol. 3.12 2.84 
13. l^ipMnt dol. 1.49 1.^  
U. Totid dol. 4.61 4.73 
Animal cash expense per mt, pork 
15. 
16. 
Protein 
P 
dol. 
dol. 
2.65 
.71 
3.44 
.55 
17. Use of equipsKnt • del. .67 .67 
18. Miscellnaetms dol.. .99 .96 
19. Boar service^ dol. .13 .09 
20, total atsBial expense per cwt. pork dol. 5.15 5.71 
21. Sows amd boars sold per litter cistern at both average end superior aanageiaent 
IsO (325 lbs.), lil (400 lbs.). 2j1 (725 lbs.) 
Buildins soace - sa. ft. oer ho2 IP $ 
Jsnsen, A. H., Acker, S. C* Ashton, Q. C., Homeyer, P. G., Hei^, 1. 0., Catron, D. ?. 
Different protein levels with aad without Antibiotics for growing-finishing swines effect on growth 
rate «ad feed efficienej. Jour, of itai. Sc. I4s69-81. 1955. 
%ardin, L. S., Weigle, R. N., Vmn, H. S. Hogs - one and two-litter ^steais compared. Purdue 
Univ. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 565. 1951. 
Table 22. Feed requirsawnts and nuttber of pigs, sows and stags sold per litter 
Mmageaent level Average feoerlor Average laimrlor Average ^perior 
%steB Isl Isl 2s 1 2s 1 IsO ItO 
1. # Pigs leaned 13.0 14.6 19.5 21.90 6.5 7.30 
2. Death loss after wesaing (# of pigs) .88 •44 1.32 .66 .44 .22 
3. # Heplace»8nt gilts 1,00 1.00 2.CX3 2.00 1.00 1.00 
4. # Pigs sold 11.12 13.16 16.18 19.24 5.06 6.08 
5. Gsrt. of replacement of market hogs 
(L{3) • L(A) I 225) 27.27 31.86 40.905 47.79 13.635 15.93 
6. Gwt aarket hogs sold {I.U) X 225) 25.02 29.61 36.40 43.29 11.385 13.68 
7. (^ t. 8ms sold 4.00 4.00 7.25 7.25 3.25 3.25 
8. Total cwt. sold 29.02 33.61 43.65 50.54 14.635 16.93 
9. Feed requireaents basis (line 8) 
10. Com equivalent lbs. 11898,2 10687.98 17896.5 16071.72 6000.35 5383.74 
11. Com equivalent bus. 212.47 190.86 319.58 287.0 107.15 96.14 
12. Protein aupplesent lbs. U51.00 2184.65 2182.5 3285.10 731.75 1100.45 
13. in tons .5804 .53776 .8730 .8(^ 64 .2927 .27088 
lA* Annual cash expense IU9.45 1191.91 1224.80 1288.58 175.37 $96.67 
15. Capital investTOnt Igr litter system 
Smr 47.52 47.52 95.04 95.04 47.52 47.52 
Iquipsent 27.53 31.23 55.05 62.46 22.60 30.48 
16. Tot^ capital investi^nt 75.05 78.75 150.09 157.50 70.12 78.00 
17. Total capital coefficient 224.50 270.66 374.89 446.08 U5.49 174.67 
18. Milding space 73.46 64.08 89.27 72.08 44.62 48.66 
derived from basic input-output data and from price and market assumptions used in this study. 
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Table 23. Hog sales by litter systems - average management 
1j1 Farrowi March and September - Sell March end September 
September 13.635 cwt. ® 18.04 - $245.99 
March 11.385 cwt. « 16.93 - 192.75 
Migr sow 4.00 ® 15.^6 - 6l.8il. 
Total 500.58 
Less 4.5^ per ewt. marketing @xpensa-29.02 cwt.- 13.06 
Gross receipts - 487.52 
2»0 Farrow two litters in March and 1 in September 
September sale (2 litters less 1 replacement) 
25.02 cwt. « 18.04 - 451.36 
'Mkrch sale (1 litter less 1 replacement) 
11.385 cwt. @ 16.93 - 192.75 
May sal® two sows - 7.25 cwt. @ #15.46 - 112.08 
Total - 756.19 
Less 45^ per cwt, marketing expense - 43.655 - 19.64 
736.55 
IsO September sale of pigs tsTTomd in March-September sale 
(1 Utter) 11.385 cwt. f 18.04 - 205.39 
May sale of sow - 3.25 cwt. @ #15.46 - 50.24 
Total 450 per c^rt. marketing expense - 255.63 
- 6-W 
- 249.04 
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Table 24. Hog sales by litter systeass - superior aanagement 
111 Farrowi February and August - Sell August and February 
August 15.93 cwt. ® 18.80 - $299.48 
February 13.68 cwt. @ 16.65 - 227.77 
Migr sow 400 f 15.46 - 61.84 
Total - 589.09 
Less marketing expense 45^ per awt. on 33.61 - 15.12 
Gross receipts « 573.97 
2s1 Farrow two litters in February and 1 in Jugust 
August sale (2 litters less 1 replaeement) 
29.61 cwt. ® 18.80 -4556.67 
Februajty sale (1 litter less 1 replaceaient) 
13.68 cwt. @ 16.65 227.77 
Miy sale - two sows - 7.25 cwt. @ 15.46 112.08 
Total 896.52 
Less marketing expense 45# per cwt. « 50.54 22.74 
Gross receipts $873.78 
liO August sale of pigs farrowed in February 
August 13.68 cwt. @ 18.80 (1 litter less replacement) 257.18 
May sow sale 3.25 cwt. @ 15.46 50.2Z. 
Less marketing expense 45# cwt. 16*93 |a^*80 
Table 25. Net reveraie from hog systems used in this study 
Saiis 111 2ii iifi 
Maiw^eaent level Average Superior Averi^e aiperior Average Superior 
Sross receipts | AB7,51 573,97 736.55 873.78 249.G4 299.80 
Less 
itonual cash expense U9.45 191.91 224.80 288.58 75.37 96,67 
Com 254.96 229.03 383.50 344.40 128.58 115.37 
Set revenue before variable costs 83.10 150.03 128.25 240.25 45.09 87.76 
Capital coefficient 224.50 270.66 376.89 446.C® 145.49 174.67 
Investment ratio .37016 .55431 .34120 .53981 .30992 .50243 
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Tabl® 26. Batic input-output data per cow including replaceBients 
Msnsfiement level Average Sutaerior 
Productions and resource Milk Cow Grade B Grade B 
reauireaents nor head Unit B.F. Basis Dairy Cow Dairy Cow 
Feed 
Com equivalent® bu. 31.37 43.03 59.59 
&ippleaent md calf starter® lbs. 192.00 312.00 391.00 
Whole Bsdlk for calf® lbs. 110.00 110.00 121.00 
equivalent* lbs. 12694.00 13114.00 13946.00 
l»abor hrs. 124 129 129 
Building sq.ft, 84 84 84 
Produced and sold 
Milk 3,6% B.F.^ 
Gull cow® .20® 
lbs. 5362.00 8000.00 9500,00 
lbs. 250.00 260.00 270.00 
2 year old heifer® .122^ dol. 17.57 23.42 
2 yewp old heifer® .156^ dol. 35.70 
?eal calf® .410° lbs. 45.10 45.10 
Veal calf® .445^ lbs. 58.95 
Butter fat® lbs. 189.00 
SciM milk® lbs. 4443.00 a. 
Whole ailk® lbs. • 7890.00 9379.00 
Annual cash expense 
Variable power cost dol. 3.01 4.50 5.34 
Shelter dol. 4.63 5.23 4.06 
Miscellaneous dol. 15.81 26.14 33.26 
Tractor power dol. 1.70 1.70 1.72 
Auto expense dol. .25 .25 .25 
Truck expense dol. 1.20 1.20 1.20 
&ipple»ent and calf starter dol. 8.48 13.79 17.28 
Hey harvest expense dol. 21.27 21.98 23.37 
Squipment replace^nt dol. 2.60 2.60 2.60 
Building replaces^nt dol. 1.35 1.62 1.35 
Total 60.30 79.01 90.43 
Capital investment 
Gov 144.00 192.00 228.00 
Iquipment 10.00 100,00 100.00 
1/12 of annual cash expense 5.15 6.58 7.47 
Total caoital oer cow and replacements 298,58 
^Foreman, Fred, Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry. Iowa State 
Collage, Ames. Computation of feed requirementa, calf production and 
mortality based on a 4 year record of the Iowa State College dairy herd. 
1952~55. (Private ooMunication). 1956. 
%ased on mortality rates expressed as per cent per cow in the herd. 
®Marrison, Frank B. Feeds and feeding, feed substitution value of 
skim Bilk. Ithaca. Morrison Publishing Go., 21st edition, p. 590, 
%ond, Q, A. and Hasbargen, P. R. Progress report on N.C. 28 
project - Minnesota (Mimeo. report) 1956. 
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Tabl® 27. Basic input-output data for deferred fed steer calves 
Miaagaaent level 
Item Beaeription 
Purchase date (tear N) Sovember 
Price per cwt. 
V«i(j^ t at purchase in lbs. 
Cost 
Variable cash expenset 
Protein 350 lbs. # 14.419® 
Power, truck, car and tractor® 
IquipBwnt replaceaiont^ 
Miseellaneoua, ¥et., etc." 
Death loss % of all other variable cash costs 
Higr harvest cost I.IT. x 5.69® 
Total ffl»nual cash expense 
Com (raised) #1,20 x 40 bu.® 
Value of total inputs 
Otfc^ er topttts; 
Labor (hours) 
Building space sq. ft. 
Equipment per head f 
Output 
Market date November (Tear M • 1) 
Total gain / 
Weight at market 
Market price 1^.2^ below superior managers due to more 
*thxw oats* or cuts eelli;^ at a lower price on 
account of poorer grading at time of purchase)® 
Market value 
$1.38 per cwt. gain manure credit per cwt. gain 
Total value 
liess total inputs 
fietums per head before deducting fixed costs 
Capital coefficients 
Annual cash expense 
£quipiE»nt 
Total 
Average Superior 
Aaotmt Amount 
119.84 
4.25 
184.32 
15.47 
2.74 
2.88 
5.01 
3.50 
6t26 
120.18 
iili! 
#19.84 
4.25 
$84.32 
15.47 
2.74 
2.88 
5.01 
3.50 
6f?6 
120.18 
48.00 
I1S8.I8 
12.5 12.5 
35-40 ft. 35-40 ft. 
113.50 113.50 
550 
975 
550 
975 
-22*A§ $206.80 1218.98 
— 7 t 2 ?  
214.39 226.57 
.21 
1120.18 
1242 
MMM. 
58.39 
$120.18 
M21l 
"Culbertson, Charles C., Profesaor of Animal Husbandry. Iowa State 
College, isvision of feed 3»equirements from Love, H. C., Coolidge, J. H., 
McKinney, B. d. More money from your farm. Kansas State College 
(Mnhattan) Agr. Ext. Serv. Circular 244. 1956, for Iowa conditions. 
(Private comBainioation) 1956. 
%ilcox, R. H., }&teller, A« 0., Von Lemken, Q. D., Detailed cost 
report for southern Illinois cattle farms. 1954. Dept. of Agr. Econ. 
Univ. of Illinois. (Mimeo. rept.) 1956. 
°TiiQrlor, Bmce E., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, Iowa 
State College. Information on cattle market price spre«is obtained by 
average vs. superior managers. (Private communication) 1956. 
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Table Basle injput-outpat data for ooauierolal heifers 
Oatptt'^ 8 
Market date (lear N • 1) last 1/2 
Total gain 380 
freight at narket 780 
Market price {$1.00 beloi^ superior fflgrs, due to more 
"throw outs* at a lower price due to poorer grading 
at tine of purchase 117.05 
Market value 132.99 
Ummre credit 11.38 x cwt, gain 5.21 
Total output $138.23 
I«e«8 total Inputs 109.83 
Beturas per head before deducting fixed costs 
Capital coefficientss 
Annual cash expense $81.03 
Iquipaent per head 13.50 
yotal 124*52-
M«tt««ea»nt level Averacre Superior 
Item Descriotion Amount Amount 
Purchase date (Xear H) October 
Weight at purchase pounds 400 400 
Price per cwt. m,od tWtp? 
Goat $52.12 152.12 
Protein 250 lbs. « 4.419 ewt.» 11.05 11.05 
Power, truck, car atid tractor^ 1.83 1.83 
Iqulpaent replacement" 2.88 2.88 
Miscellaneous (vet. etc.) 5.01 5.01 
Dea^ lose 3$ of all other variable cash costs® 2,45 2.45 
Higr harvest cc^^ 15.69 per ton 5.69 5.69 
Total annual cash expense 81.03 81.03 
Corn (raised) |1.20 per bu. x 24 bu.® 28.80 
Caah value of inputs $109.83 $109.83 
Other int?ute» 
!>atbor hours per head 10 10 
Building space sq. ft. 35 35 
Iquipment per head 113.50 $13.50 
^0 
780 
$18.05 
U0.79 
$U6.03 
m 
$81.03 
nmn 
•see footnote a, table 27. 
S^ee footnote b, table 27. 
®iSee footnote c, table 27. 
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Table 29. Baalc InpaWoutput data for common or medium steers vinteredi 
and short fed 
Piirohase date 
Wei|^t at pirehase 
l^rehase prlee per ®#t. 
Cost 
Variable eash oostsi 
Protein #4.42 x 150 lbs.® 
eqaiirfl^ent #5*69 x 1.25 ton® 
Power^ 
Squipnent replace®9nt^ 
Misoellaneoas^ 
Death loss % of other Tsriable eosts 
Total annual eash exi^nse 
Com (raised) |1,20 x 15 bu,* 
filler ii^ p>4tft 
I<abor hoars 
Building space, sq. ft. 
iquipMnt per head 
Market date, last 1/2 or Migr 
UBifht at market 
Total gain 
Sale price per cwt*® 
tericet value 
Maznire credit 1.3S x 3 owt. 
Total output 
Less input cash value 
Average 
Capital eoefficientsi 
Annual eash expense 
Squipn»nt 
Total 
November 
700 lbs. 
$15.01 
105.07 
6.63 
7.11 
1.83 
2.88 
5.01 
,.4tM 
132.67 
18.00 
150.67 
9.0 
50.0 
113.50 
1000 lbs. 
300 lbs. 
#17.58 
175.80 
... ..iiM 
$179.94 
150.67 
I 29.27 
$132.67 
IU6.17 
Superior 
Hoveaber 
700 lbs. 
$15.01 
114.59 
6.63 
7.11 
1.83 
2.88 
5.01 
4.U 
132.67 
18^  
1507 
9.0 
50.0 
$13.50 
1000 lbs. 
300 lbs. 
$18.72 
187.20 
$191.34 
Ig0t67 
$ 40.67 
$132.67 
$146.17 
®See footnote a, table 27. 
S^ee footnote b, table 27. 
'See footnote c, table 27. 
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T«bl® 30. Bftfilc inimt-output data for beef cowa 
Itea Unit 
feed 
Com equivalent* 
Higr equivalent^ 
froteln aupple«»nt* 
froduotion 
Calf crop" 
Meaalis^ weight® 
Culling and replaeement rate^ 
Qood and choice calves sold 
Cull cow® 
Msaare credit® 
Iisbor 
Buildings 
Capital investment 
Cow and replacements 
Equipsient 
T®tai capital investment 
i^tum per cow® 
innual cash expense 
Protein supploBent 
Power and aatrfiinery® 
lerd bull® 
Iquipaent* 
Buildings® 
Miscellaneous® 
Seneral farm expense® 
Hiding expense 
total annual cash eiqpense 
Capital coefficient 
Per head plus replacements 
Average Superior 
Management Management 
bu« 
tons 
lbs. 
per cent 
lbs, 
per cent 
lbs. 
lbs* 
dol. 
hours 
sq, ft. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
del. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
4.77 
5.47 
64.00 
85.00 
390.00 
16.00 
278.46 
160.00 
3.84 
15 
50 
163.75 
13.13 
176.88 
45.50 
2.83 
2.14 
5.00 
.14 
1.70 
3.59 
3.79 
6.54 
25.73 
202.61 
5.51 
5.47 
73.9 
90.00 
425.00 
16.00 
321.30 
176.00 
4.43 
15 
50 
163.75 
13.13 
176.88 
55.03 
3.27 
2.47 
8.00 
.16 
1.95 
4.14 
4.37 
6.54 
30.90 
207.78 
*See footnote a, table 27. 
*>Taylor, Bruce R., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, Iowa 
State College. Information on calling and replacement rates fVom records 
of the American Hereford Association and from Iowa State College. (Private 
cowunication) 1956. 
®Plxed costs have not been deducted. 
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Table 31, Basic input-output data for poultry laying flock 
Item Unit 
Per hen plus replacement 
Average Superior 
Manqgeaeq^ Maqageaeql} 
Output 
Igga® 
Meat 
Inputs 
Srain^ 
Commercial feed" 
Labor® 
Investment in equipment 
IdEinual eash expense 
Iquipaent® 
Sexed chicks 
Coamerciid feed® 
Power*^ 
Miscellaneous 
Total cash expense 
Building requlreB®nts® 
Hen mortality 
Chick mortality 
doz. 
lbs. 
lbs* 
lbs. 
hrs, 
dol. 
dol. 
each 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
dol. 
sq. ft. 
per cent 
per cent 
15.00 
4.87 
91.09 
a.99 
2.10 
1.15 
0.22 
0.30 
1.73 
0.06 
0.15 
2.52 
4.12 
15.00 
10.00 
19.17 
4.87 
93.09 
45.99 
2.10 
1.15 
0.22 
0.30 
1.89 
0.06 
0.15 
2.68 
4.12 
15.00 
10.00 
®Iowa crop and livestock reporting service, September, 1953. 
^Farm poultry flock returns 1947-1952. Report 212, University of 
Minnesotai and loi^a poultiy demonstration flocks 1948-1953. Iowa State 
College. Ams, lova. 
®Parm labor and farm costs 1954. Iteport Ho. 217. University of 
Minnesota and Iowa poultry demonstration flocks 1948-1953. Iowa State 
College, imes, Iowa. 
J 
Farm labor and equipment costs 1954. Report No. 217. University 
of Minnesota. Midwest farm handbook. Iowa State College Press. Ames, Iowa. 
®Midwest farm handbook. Iowa State College Press, imes, Iowa. 
Table 32. Basic input-output data for various crop rotations 
laputss 
Seed 
lUel and repairs 
Fertilizer 
Barvest costs 
Total variable costs 
Oatpvitss 
Gross value 
Settims before fixed 
costs 
Com equivalent 
Labor inputs 
Dec.-Jan.-Feb. 
itoeh-jg^ ril 
Magr-Jtme 
July-August 
Sept•-Oct•-Hov. 
Unit 
SjsII^ Soils Rotations (per acre unit)& 
Averse MaaageiMnt &»>erior Managemsat 
scM^ cc»i^ GOM^ ceafli^ comm^ GCM^ mm^ (xm^ 
dollars 3.14 3.U 3.U 2.36 2.36 2.36 3.U 3.U 2.36 2.36 
dollars 7.02 7.02 7.02 5.39 5.26 5.27 7.02 7.02 5.26 5.26 
dollars 0 1.17 2.00 0 1.12 1.75 4.50 4.50 3.63 3.87 
dollars 2.05 2.29 2.45 1.53 1.72 1.83 2.76 2.85 2.07 2.14 
dollars 12.21 13.62 14.61 9.28 10.46 11.21 17.42 17.51 13.32 13.63 
dollars 18.20 20.41 21.81 13.65 15.30 16.36 24.64 25.44 18.48 19.08 
dollars 5.99 6.79 7.20 4.37 4.84 5.15 7.22 7.93 5.16 5.45 
bushels 15.0 17.17 18.00 11.25 12.87 13.5 20.33 21.00 15.25 15.75 
tons .27 .37 .47 .35 .50 .60 .60 .60 .80 .85 
hours .12 .12 .12 .09 .09 .09 .12 .12 .09 .09 
hours .69 .79 .79 .51 .59 .59 .79 .79 .59 .59 
hours .87 .90 .90 .65 ,68 .68 .90 .90 .68 .68 
hours 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.50 1.50 1.12 1.12 
hours .99 .99 .99 .65 .65 .65 .99 .99 .65 .65 
^Subscripts on each rotation indicate rate of fertilization. 
Table 32 (contlntied) 
Inputs; 
Seed 
f^el and repairs 
Pertili^r 
Hurvest costs 
Total -rarialjle costs 
Oatpatss 
Gross value 
Returns Ibefore fixed 
costs 
Cora equivalent 
Rajr 
Labor; 
Dee.-Jan,-Feb. 
March-i^ril 
Msgr-June 
July-August 
Sept.-Oct,-Sov. 
Tier" acre unit)® Saarpsburg Soils - Rotations 
Average Manftgeaent 
Unit COM^ COKj^ COMj CCOM^ CCOM^ CCOMg GCM, Cd!, [3 SG<»^ CGOM3 
dollars 
dollars 
dollars 
dollars 
3.U 
7.02 
nom 
3.13 
dollars 13.29 
3.U 
7.02 
.67 
3.31 
U.U 
3.15 
7.02 
2.53 
3.58 
16.28 
2.86 
g.35 
none 
3.94 
15.15 
2.86 2.86 
8.35 8.35 
1.47 3.37 
4.30 4.61 
16.98 19.19 
3.14 
7.02 
3.40 
4.01 
17.57 
3.U 
7.02 
4.50 
4.12 
18.78 
2.86 
8.35 
5.00 
5.10 
2.86 
8.35 
6.32 
5.30 
21.31 22.83 
dollars 28.19 29.80 32.24 35.84 39.15 41.88 36.06 37.06 46.54 48.20 
dollars 14.90 15.66 15.96 20.69 22.17 22.69 18.49 18.28 25.23 25.37 
bushels 23.33 24.66 26.66 29.75 32.50 %,75 29.83 30.66 38.62 40.00 
tons .50 .60 .66 .35 .45 .50 .73 .77 .55 .57; 
hours .12 .12 .12 .18 .18 • 18 .12 .12 .18 .18 
hours .69 .79 .79 .73 .80 .80 .79 .79 .80 .80 
hours .87 .90 .90 1.30 1.35 1.35 .90 .90 1.35 1.35 
hours 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.50 1.50 1.31 1.31 
hours .99 .99 .99 1.30 1.30 1.30 .99 .99 1.30 1.30 
Subscripts on each rotation indicate fertilizer level. 
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Table 33. Baalc inpsat-output data for pasture renovation under superior 
maaagenent 
Coat per acre 
Item renovated (1950)* 
Tractor |2.65 
Plow .93 
Disc .73 
Harrov .53 
Drill 1.30 
Fertilizer spreader .Oi^ 
Wagon and spreader 1.00 
Roller tl? 
Total power and aachine cost 17.33 
M-lustaent to 1956 prices 
Index numbers of machinery prices paid by farmers* 
1956 - 326 
1950 - 275 
MJustaent factors 326-275 • 1.185i^ 
Establishment 
Goats as estimated fron l^e above data for 1956 (per acre basis) 
Total power and machinery cost ($7.33 x 1,1854) I 8,69 
Lime 3.5 tons % 13.50 12.25 
Phosphate 300 lbs. 0 - 20 - 0 @ 10# per lb. PgOr 6.00 
Trefoil seed 5 lbs. @ 11.65 per lb. (1956 price; 8.25 
135.19 
Increased cost due to failure 1 year in 6 or 
16.66$ of all costs ottor than fertilizer and line, 
i.e., I6,66j6 of power and seed costs (118,94) 2.83 
(Capital coefficient per acre) 1956 - estimated 
establietooent cost of renovated pasture $38.02 
^Mapted trm Heady, I. 0., Olson, K. 0. and Scholl, J. M. Econoalo 
efficiency in pasture production and iaprovement in Southern Iowa. Iowa 
Agr. Ixp, Sta. Bes. Bui. 419. 1954. 
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tftblo 33* Continued 
Other IssuRptloRS 
At 2^ lbs* lAimstl yield on established pasture whicdi lasts 10 years, 
the total elapsed time vill be 11 years due to the year of establishment 
of 2480/11 m 225 lbs. of beef per aere, Tfae ohanee of failure in reseed^ 
ing is 1/6 and oirar a long period this reduces the yield as followsi 
In 55 years m imld seed 6 times 
Sueeessess « 225 lbs. x 55 years « 12,375 lbs. 
Failures • 0 lbs. x i year « 0 
56 years ® 12,375 lbs. of beef 
per aore per year 
or AS a geoDetrlo progressiont 
1/6 . 225 . 5/6 • 1 .225 .5/6 • s 221 lbs. of beef per 
36 sere per year 
^Mapted ^ >om Soholl, J. M. Hughes, R. D. aiMi McWilliams, Richard. 
EenoTstion pasture om double pasture production. Iowa Farm Seienee 
9i7-8. 1955. 
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Table 34, Basic input data for land buying in Maxaa County 
Land value $131.-^9® 
Capital coefficient of value I 52.60 
Set revenue charge per acre 
5% Interest on purchase price remainder (178.89) 3.94 
Annual taxes 1.95 
Net revenue charge per acre 15789 
Percentage dlitribution of each acre purchased by 
soil type and use 
Sfcarpsburg soil type cropland^ 37.916 
aielby soil type cropland^ 25.4.16 
Peraanent pasturet' 31.251 
Roads and waste^ 5.417 
^Average value per acre of all land in farms. Mans County. 1954 
Census of Agriculture. 
^Adapted from Table 2, Distribution of land use in Adams County 
and Departa»nt of j^ronoiny. Iowa State College, estimate of croplsnd 
soil types in Adams County. 
Table 35. Linear programming aatrix coefficients used in this study under average manageMnt 
Activity 
Cj or net 
r««V)annA 
Capital 
f 
Com eq. 
bu. 
Hay 
tons 
Pasture 
acres 
Buildings 
sa, ft. 
InvestSMot 
ratio 
^BTDsbure soil tyce 
ecMo IU.90 113.29 -23.33 -.50 0 0 1.1211 
GOMj^ 1*5.66 u.u -24.666 -.60 0 0 1.1074 
COM2 15.96 16.28 —26,666 -.66 0 0 .9803 
GGOM 20,69 15.15 -29.75 -.35 0 0 1.3656 
GCC% 22.17 16.98 -32.50 -.45 0 0 1.3056 
CCOM2 22.69 19.19 -34.75 -.50 0 0 1.1885 
^elbv soil tyoe 
cmo •5.99 12.21 -15.0 -.2666 0 0 .4905 
COMJL 6.79 13.36 -17.166 -.366 0 0 .5082 
COM2 7.20 14.61 -18.00 —.466 0 0 .49^  
COM^ A.37 9.28 -11.25 -.35 0 0 .4709 
4.84 10.465 -12.875 -.50 0 0 .4624 
GOMM2 5.15 11.21 -13.50 -.60 0 0 .4594 
Livestock and Doultnr activities 
Milk cov 90.96 159.15 31.375 3.739 5 84 .57153 
Dairy cov (grade B) 156.96 298.58  ^ 43.303 3.862 5 84 .5256 
Beef em 45.50 202.61 4.77 5 - .2572 
Deferred steer 46.21 133.68 40.00 2.00 2 - .3456 
Coflsmrcial heifer 28.40 94.53 24.00 1.00 0 0 .3004 
Mediua steer 29.27 146.17 15.00 1.25 0 0 .2002 
Hoes hv litter systems 
.37016 1:1 83.10 224.50 212.47 .5804 0 73.46 
2:1 128.25 374.89 319.58 .8730 0 89.27 .34120 
1:0 45.09 U5.49 107.15 .2927 0 44.62 .30992 
Laying flock oer hen .43 3.67 1.6266 0 0 4.12 .1171 
gom buy^g -.10 1.20 -1 0 0 0 -
Table 36, Linear prograwsing matrix coefficients used in this study under superior msnageraent 
Activity 
cj or net 
revenue i 
Ci^ital 
i 
Com eq. 
bu. 
Higr 
tons 
Pasture 
acres 
Buildings 
SQ. ft. 
Inves1®gnt 
ratio 
Bi&rm\mrs soil tyoe 
117.57 C»2 •18.49 29.83 .73 0 0 1.0523 
C£M3 18.2g 18.78 30.66 .766 0 0 .97337 
GCdfg 25.23 21.31 38.62 .55 0 0 1.18395 
25.37 22.83 40.00 .575 0 0 1.11125 
Siellw soil tyoe 
Gm2 7.22 17.42 20.333 .60 0 0 •41446 
mu^ 7.93 17.51 21.00 .60 0 0 .45288 
G€^2 5.16 13.32 15.25 .80 0 0 .38513 
Qcmj 5.45 13.63 15.75 .85 0 0 .39^ 5 
Livestock and Doultrr activities 
.54642 Dairy cow (grade B) 183.31 335.47 59.59 6.973 5 84 
Itoef cow 55.03 207.78 5.508 5.69 5 0 .26484 
Deferred steers 58,39 133.68 40.00 2.0 2 0 .43678 
Coa«»reial heifers 36.20 94.53 24.00 1.0 0 0 .38294 
Medium steers 40.67 146.17 15.C» 1.25 0 0 .27823 
Hoss ter litter systems 
270.66 64. 111 150.03 190.86 .53776 0 .55431 
2il 240.80 446. 287.00 .80864 0 72.08 .53981 
1:0 87.76 174.67 96.14 ,27088 0 48.66 .50243 
Lnrins Sljoek mr hen 1.43 3.83 1.66232 0 0 4.12 .36292 
CQm buying 1 e *->
 
o
 
1.20 - 1 0 0 0 -
Pasture renovation -1.85 38.02 0 0 -1.38 0 -.04865 
Land buyins -5.89 52.60 0 0 0 0 -.11197 
